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)1:1:WORD

Major technological, political, and economic trends in the
United States ate influencing vocational education and moving it
tovard more cooperation with employers. In the coming years,
increasin94'numbers of students are likely to receive vocational
Preparation in work settings under the joint supervision pf their
schools en-d their employers.

The present study was conducted to ptovide a descrip.tion
of the vork exPerienca'currently being obtained by high school
students and to relate.that to educational and l.lbor market out7
comes. A 'special emphasis of this Study was to determine if
school svpervision or monitoring has any apparent influence on
the nature or outcomes of work experience.

The study was conducted using data from the National Longi-
tudinal Surveys bf Labor Marlset Experience, New youth Cohort (NLS
Youth). This is a continuing 'study being conduCted by the Center
for Human Resource Research, The Ohio State University, with pri-:
mary support from the U:S- Department of Lat)or. Under a coopera-
tive agreement b'etween the Center for Human Resource Research.and

'the National Center, high school transcripts were collected and
added to the NLS,Youth data,basv. This addition permitted a mor.e
Precise,Classification.of partiipation in vocational courses and
better estimates of the effects of this participation. '

. The National Center wisl)es to express, its appreciation
tp Michael Borus, Director of the Center lo Human,Resource
Research, for his cooperation in this effOrt, and to the Office
of Vocational and Adult Education, U.S. Department of Education,
for its funding o' the collection of the'transcripts and,the
analysis of.the'NLS Youth data:

' The prpsent study was conducte4 in the Evaluation and
Policy Division of the National Center under the direction of

McCaslin, Associate Director. The proiect was directed by
Morgan Lewis, a psychologists, who was' primarily responsible for
chapters 1 and 5 of the report. Also participating in -the
Project wore John Cardnet, an economist, who prepared chaptet
3 and 4, and Patricia Seitz, a sociologist, who wrote chapter 2.

The National Center and the authors wish to express their
appreciation to the individuals who revievied a preliminary draft
of the report: Morris Horowitz, Professor of EconOmics, North:
eastern Univeristy; Stanley Stephenson, Professor of Economics,
Pennqylvania State University; Ernst Stromsdorfer, Vice-Presi- .
dent, pt Associates; and Roy 6utlor and William Hull, Research.
Specialists at the National Center. The authors appreciated



their careful revicws and suggestions but absolve them of any
responsibility for the final report.

f-

The conscientious work of Deborah Anthony,and Sherri Trayser
.in'the typing of the firvl report, and the careful editing of
Catherdng4King-Fitch and Janet Kiplinger are also deserving of'
recognilon. .

4

.Robert E. Taylor
Execdtive Director
The National Center for Research
in Vocational EducatIon -



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

For more than a decade, work exPerience'for,stUdents in high
school has-been advocated as a means of easing tjle transition
from edUdation to employment. 'Young people have been increasingv
t7:leir participation in the labor force fot an even.longer period.
Several studies have related wol'k experience'to labor market
experienceg after high school, but few have analyzed the natilte
of,.work 4xPeLence itself. This study examined both the jobs
held,While in high schobl.and the characteristics of the students
wholheld, them. The major question of the study was whether
school supervision of jobs influenced:the nature. of work experi-
ence and its apparent educational and labor tharket ef.fects.

The study used data from the National Longitudinal SurVeys
of Labor Market Experience New...youth Cohort (NLS Youth). A sub-
sample was selected of 2857 respondents for.:Whcm the most accu-
rate information was.available on working ir) regular jobs while
in high school (not summer or odd jobs). These ,respondents were
classified into one of four" pork experience categories: (1) held
only school-supervisedjobs; (2) held only nonschool-supervised,
or outside, jobs; (3) held, bot4 schoof-supervi,sed and outgAde
jobs; and (4) held no regular jobs. Additional analyses were mode
using iniformation from high school transcripts on credits
receive41. for cocperative education or work-study courses..

'

NatUre of Wor Experience

About two-thirds of all students held job while in high
school, most of which they otItained on eheir-own. Only about
15,percent heldejobs that were somehow related to their schools
through programssuch as cooperatiye education, work-study, or
government prograrris Tor the disadvantaged. Individuals with
certain characterisEics were less likely to have hela jobs.
,These included females, minority groups members, individdals ,

frcm families of low socioeconomic status (SES), and individuals
who livea in rural areas and in the South% Women who' had child
care xesponsibiLities were also less likely to have held jobs.
Students who had taken concentrated sequences of vocational
couTses were-more likely to have held jobs and especially likely,
to have had school-related jobs.

The kinds of jobs held while in high school were predomi-
,

nantly at low skill levels. Half of the jobs held by men were,
service or laborer occupations.. Two7thirds of %Amen's jobs were
in the service and clerical c.:ategories. School superVision Of
employthent.and concentrated pattern of participation in voca-
tional courses were associated with holding jobs at higher skills
Level, especially foe women. One-third of all school-supervised
jobs were with government employers, compared to only 4 percent

xi



of nonschool-supervised'jobs. Most,of these governinent jobs,
however, were in government programs for young peoplle from
economically disadvantaged,families. 0%ier half of all jobs were
in trade.

On the average, studen-L who held jobs worked about twenty
hours per week. Men worked about two hours more than women, and
students in school-supervised jobs worked abOut tyo hours more
than those in nonsupervised jous. The average wage for jobs held
by menwas $.3.15 per hour and 2-97,per hour for jobs held by
women. There was no difference between the hourly -wage -for
school-supervisedand nonE.upervised jobs*for men, but there was
'a twenty-seven cent difference in favor of school7supervised jobs
for women. 4 %.

Outcomes Associated with Wofk Experience

- There.ls a fair body of evidence that work.experience in
high school is assoc,iated with an easier, transition into regular
employment after high -schodl. Recently, some q.uestions have,been
naised about potential pegativ'e consequences of part7time employ-
ment. This study examined the relationship 'between worlc'experi-
ence and hfgh School grades and involvement in.school problemsbr-
delinquent ,Pehavior. Regression ana\lyses were conducted on the'
net effect of.work experience o'n grade point average CGPA3 and 1

class rank. Theregression analysis.controlled 'for background
charaeteristics..such as'sex, race, family SES, and patterns of
participation in vocaional courses.. For men, there.were no'
significant relationships between the work ,experience categories
and the two measutes of grades. For women, there\were.conflic-
ting reSults: work experience had a negative relationship with'
GPA but 6 positive relatiOnship with claSs rank. pf the,two
measures, class-rank is the better indicator of.relative perfor-
mance since t is less sensitive to differenCes in grading
'practices across schools and skewness in the distribution of .

grades. These findings suggest that work experience h'as either
no effect ot a slightly positive effect on grades. ,

There was some tendency for young people whb held jobs2±4.ile
in hig.h school to report more school probleMs, such as Cutting
classes or suSpensioas, pr delinquent behavior such as shop-
lifting or using marijuana. InforMation'on theie activities had
been collected by means of a conLdential cluedtionnaire that the
respondents completeg and sealed in an envelope. 'In many cases 4

the differences Uetw en those who held jobs an& those who,did
not were npt large. Nevertheless, on eight separate measures
of school problems and4delingGent acts, those who held.jobs
tended to display higher levels of troublegol4e bahavior. 'The

work experience group most likely to report problems was-made
up of young people who had.held both school-relat0ed jobi and jols

-
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they had obtained on their own. No apparent explanation was
evident as to why this, particular group should be so much more
likely to 'report problem behavior.

Work experience did not.yield a consistent pattern of
relationships WITh measures of post-high school\earnings. For

hourly earnings most of the relationships were not significant.
Work experience did, however, have 1a strong and consistent rela-
tionship with post-high school employment. All categories of
work experience were fofind to be associated with fewer weeks of
unemploymetnt after high school in-the twelve Months prior to the
interviews.

Conclusions and.Implications

School supervision of work experience appears to achieve
some equiTy objecti participation of minoritips and those
from disadvantaged backgrounds was higher, and the pay received
by maleS and females in school-supervised jobs was eq1. School
supervasion also appears to achieve some training objectives:
the occupationalscategories and skill levels of students who
held sdhool-supervisep jobs tended to be higher than those In
jobs students obtained on their own. This was especially true
for women because of the.nuMber who worked in school-supervised

clerical,?jobs. Furthermo4.e, wo'rk experience while in school
tends to reduce unemployment after high school.. Many of those
who acquired their work'experience in a school-supervised job may

not have had jobs without school invblvement. School involvement
th'us appeaf-s- to make-labor market experiences more similar for
racial ru1 gender groups, especial,ly for the jobs they hold while

in school.

Even if these effects are not as ,;strong after'hiqh school,

they are a step in the right 1irect4on. These results suggest
that school-supervised work experience should dontinue to empha-
size and strengthen equity objectives. Most of the young people
who areiemployed in jobs while in high school do not ne-ed school

assistance W,obtain their jobs. ,

"bn the basis of these conclusions the following recommenda-
.

tions appear warranted:

1. .
Worn-study programs should be continued'and
emphasized. Those individuals who have difficulty
obtaining employment can b:enefit from-school
involvement, and it is toward them that the
stronlest school eflorts should be directed.



2. Cooperative vocational edrucatoion programs should
ensure placement in jobs related to training.
Coordinators for cooperative vocational programs
should seek only jobs that offer opportunities for

'training-related emg.loyment.

3. School should assist all students who hold jobs
, while in high school, whekher:th'rough school programs

or not, to use.their work'e.xp rience to enhance
their education. Schools dh uld keep a regular
record.of work experience aOquired by stOents
sand provide opportunities for individuar or group
counseling of problems encountered'in work settings;

f

1
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ChAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

.
One of the main emphases in public education since the 1970s

hap been to enhnee the relationships between.education and work.
The'most visible reflection.of this emphasis has been the career
education movement. %In the first Alf of the 1970s yle.leading

ie. spokesperson k
.for career education, Sidney Marland, '61d tbe

highest federal office for education, first 4s commissioner.and
later-.as assistant secretaty7fo-r=e4-1-ue-atIonsurvey in the mid-
1970s.(McLaughlin 1976) indicated that the basic approach of
career educationemphasizing the relationships between educatron
and work in all.subject areashas .been accepted, if not fully
iMplemented, by most erementary and secondary schools. The most
direct way to emphasize education-wdrk relationships is to pro-
vide work experience for students While they are still in school.
Five national panels that were convened during the 1970s to
examine the education of adolescents advocated less reliance on
classroom.instruction and more reliance on community involvement,

. either in a _paid or voluntary work setting.* Some recommended /

that all classroom vocational instruction be replaced with on-
the-job skill training. .

Improved preparation for work, however, was not the primary
basis of the proposals to increase work experience. The five

.panels cited were in general agreement that current practices in

secondary education cause a period of enforced dependency that
deprives adolescents of opportunities to assume responsibili-
ties. Work inherently involves responsibilities and the.extent
to which these responsibilities are fulfilled has consequences
for others as well as the workers, themselves. Wok:k experience
w,bile in high school, therefore, is proposed as a natural anti:-
dote to overcome this enforced

1
dependency. .

.

The major current prOgrams to provide school-supervised work

experience are work-study and cooperative vocational programs.
Although the differences between these programs in actual prac- A-tice are often difficult to detect, they are different in con-
cept. Work-s4udy is usually designed towretain school-alienated
young people by providing part-time jobs during school hours..
Work-study students typically receive instruction in job se,arch
and retention skills, such as how to fill out a job application

*Panel on Youth of the President's Science Advisory Committee
(1973), The National Commission on the Reform of Secondary Educa-
tion(1973), National Panel on High School and Adolescent Educa-
tion (1976), Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Educa-),
tion (1979), and National Commission on Youth (1980). A



and how to get along with a supervisor.. These programs usually
do not attempt to teach specific occupational skills. Coopera=
tive vocational programs, on the other hand, are intended to
teach such skills by relating classroom instruction with on-tne-
,job experience. Under the supervision of both the school and the
'emoloyer, students are placed in part-t.ime jobs that allow them
t( practice relevant skills and to learh new ones.

Therd are few reliable data on the number of students in-
04volved in these programs. Students in coopeeative programs that

receive some of their ftOding under the Vocational Education.Act
of 1963,, as amended, are reported to the Vocational Education .

Data System *Operated by the National Center for Education Statis-
tics.(1982). During.the .1979-80 school ye'ar,. there were 595,633
"cooperative students reported at both the secondary and post-,

secondaiy levels. Theee represented 10 percent of the 5,979,508
v.nrotled ih occupationally specific programs. These,ate programs
pes.igned to teach occupational skills in the eleVenth and twelfth
grades and at the postsecondary level. There is no data systeM

.that reports the number of students in work-study programs.

The data suggest that more students obtain part-time jobs
witnout assistance'from their.high schools than through school
programs. A gurvey conducted.in 1980 for the,new national
longitudinal,study, High School and Beyond, found 63 percent of
seniors held jobsooutside of ,=.chool (Lewin-Epstein 1981). In
.tthat same year, the Bureau of Labor Statistics reported that 44
percent of males .r1c1 41 percent of females who were sixteen and
seventeen years old and enrolled in School were also active labor
force participants (U.S..Eepartalent of Labor 1981). Trend data
are available for young people of this age for approximately
thirty years, and they indicate a steady increase in the percen-
tage of high school students who were also working or seeking
work.

Young people are c4viously not waiting for the high schools
to implement the increase in community involvement recommended
by the national panels: High school students are seeking and
obtaining jobs on their own. Most of the research evidence sum-
marized in the literature review suppOrts the action of these
students. With one notable exception, this research indicates
that students benefit-in a number of ways from working while in
school. Th.is evidencie is reviewed, and then the objectives and
procedures of the 'present study are 'discussed.

Recent Research on Work Experience

The most extensively studied form of work experience is the
Experience-Based Career Education (EBCE) model. EBCE combines
community placement in unpaid work settings.with clae'sroom

3
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instruction that is specifically related to tasks performed in
the community placements. Crowe ana Adams (1979) summarized most
of the major evaluation studics of EBCE and concluded that it
appears to contribute to stUdents' knowledge about and ability to
plan for their,own careers. LIICE was also often- found to contri-
bute to self-awareness, maturity, and the abilZty to acCept re-
sponsibility. Students, parents; and.community resource people
were generally very positive toward the program. These resultt
were obtained at no cost,to the students' performance in reading
ana computation skills. In some studies, EBCE participants actu---.
ally improved their performance on achievement tests'more-than
students in comparison groups without school-supervised work
experience.

If these benefits from EIXE had any 1611g-term effect, it
would be expected thdt they Would be revealed in post7high school
follow-ups. Unfortunately a search of the ERI'C data base in
November 1982 yielded no such follow-up studies of EBCE.

-1

There are post-high school follow-ups of the more tradi-
tional work-study and codperative education programs. Nine
such studies were iaentified for this review, and in three of
these, (Stromsdorfer and Fackler 1973, Meyer and Wise 1979,
ana Stephenson 1981,) the researchers found earnings advantages
ssociated with having been in work experience programs.

Stephenson (1979) also,has found work experience while in high
school.to be a,ssociated with less unemployment following gra-
duation. Lewis et al. (1976) and Horowitz and Herrnstadt (1979)
did not find these benefits but did gind that former cooperative
students were mone likety than other vocational and general
students to' obtain jobs that were related to their high school
training and to enter these jobs immediately after gradilation.
Cooperative students were also more likely to obtain op-the-job
training. other:studies by Walsh and Breglio (1976),-Frazier
(1981), ana Brailsford (1982), using outcomes such as earnings,
employment, and employer evaluations, found no significant dif-
ference between work experience (primarily cooperative education)
students and the groups to which they were compared.

Overall, the studies reviewed reflect a pattern of some ad-
vantages associated with work experience or no significant aif-
ferences. None of the studi.es indicated any significant disad-
vantages associated with work experience while in high school.
The one exceptiop to this general pattern is a series of papers
by Greenberger and Steinbery (1981) that have tended to stress
the neyative effects of working while in school. These papers are
based on a sample of 531 tenth and eleventh grade students from
orange County, California (212 workers and 319 nonworkers). Data
from these students have shown that working is associated with
less school involvement and lower academic performance; increased
use of alcohol, cigarettes, and marijauna; greater exposure to
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yarious forms of occupational deviance -(such as giving away goods

to friends or taking-things for oneself); and increased cynicism
about the intrinsic value of work.

Greenberger and Steinberq's findings May be at variance
with conventional wisdom merely, because otherj.nvestigators have

not made as Caieful an attempt to examine the negative aspects

associated with working. The present study uses information from

the National Longitudinal Surveys New Youth Cohort data base to

. examine some of these negative aspects as well as the benefits'
associated with employment ,111 school-supervised jobs and in jobs

young people obtain on their own. The remainder of this chapter
discusses the objectives and procedures of the study.

The Present Study

Thellaajor question that fhe 'present study addressed is
whether school suPervision ot part-time work has any influente

on work experience, ipo the studentd who work in school--,

supervised jobs differ from studentS who obtain part-tame jobs on

their own? Do tlqe kinds of jobs theSe two groups get.differ?'".

What are the post-high school effects associated with holding
school-supervised jobs, otherjobs, or not working at all while

in high school? These are the main questions that:this report

addresses. The specific objectives of the project were as

follows:
J. To examine the characteristics ,of individuals

who held jobs while in high school and the
nature of jobs they held'

9. To isolate the independent effect of high school
work experience on subs,Nuent employment

3. To determine if school supervision enhances-the positive
effeCts of.work experience during high school

From a policy perspective, the third objective is the most

significant. School supervision mus' add to the positive effects

associated with work experience if it is to be justified.. If

school supervision does.not contribute some extra value, educe--
tion and society are better served by entoUraging young people
to obtain jobs on their own, thereby,saving the costs of pro-

viding school supervision.

Data Analyzed

The present study examined the effects of work experience,

in general, and school-supervised Work experience, in particular,
using..data from the National Longitudinal.Survey of Labor Market
Experience,)New.Youth CohOrf (NLS Youth). This section describes

the over...Ill data base, and tie following section describes

4
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4 .
the selek:tion of the subsampl( used in the present study. The
Cehter for Human Res6urce'Researc1i (CHRR) at The Ohio State
Univetsity, with support from the.U.-S. Departments of'Labor and.
Defense, initiated the NLS Yotipi interview data collection in
1979. The National Center for Research in Vocational Education,

/- with funding from the U.S. Department of Education, Offie of
Vocational and Adult Education, and under a collaborative agree-
ment with CHRR, supplemented-the NLS arquth interview data with
.the high school transcripts of the older.members of the, cohort.
The meryer of the two data sourCe ias cost-feffective and pro-
vided the best available information, base to examine the effects
of secOnddry vocational eduCation on labor market experiences.

The NLS Youth is a national probability sample of 12,686
:persons who were between the Sges of-fourteen and twenC-one
when originally selected for the survey in 1978. The sample west
drawn by a househo41 screening rocess in three enges: a dross-
sectional sample; a supplementa sample of blacks, Hispanics, and
economically disadvanta4ed whit s; and a samPle of youth serving
in the military. Both the cros -sectional and supplemental
eamples were stratified- by sex Tn order to obtain relatively
equal,proportions of men and wo6en. The,military sample included c,

an oversamplitg of women arid was,roughly collipdsed cif one-third
women and two-thirds men. Weightfng procedures have been deve-
lope() to compeni;ate for the oversam0.ing of these groups.*

NLS Youth respondepts were first interviewed early in 1979. '

The data collected in the base year included background informa-
tion aboutIthe respondent's fumily, schooling, and work history.
In addition, data on current educational.and labor market activ-
.ities mere obtained. Follow-up interviéws-with NLS respOndents
were conducted in 1980,.1981, and 1982. (Data from the 1981
interviews had not been integrated into. the National Center's
data base,and the 1982'data were not available for public use
when the analyees in the present study were conducted.) Key
questions relating to labor market and educalional experiences(
and demographic changes (e.g., marital status) were replicated
to provide continuity across the survey years.

Weights were used in the cross-tabulations but not'in the
regression analyses undertaken lin the present report. Where
sample sizes permit, analyses -viere done separately for men and
women and for whites, blacks, and Hispanics. In most cases,
the sample sizes_required that blacks and Hispanics be grouped
together and called "minori.V." This treatment coMbineS racial

*For a fuhl description of the sampling design, weightirig proce-
dures,-and a descriptive agalsis of the first year's data, see
Borus et al.,- Youth Knowledge Development Report 2.7 Findin s of
the National Longitudinal Survey of Young Americans, 1979 1980).

5
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an,1 ethnic characteristics in a way that is not ideal. But
social research has us'ed tHis combination of characteristics
frequently, and the results here suggest that, in most reSpects
blacks and Hispanics are more like each other (in their labor
market experiences) than either group is like whites.

The transcript collection ffort was initiatedin 1980 when
the high.school records for rso s sAventeen Years of age and
olaer were obtained. Trans-ripts or NLS Ybuth respondents who
were fifteen and sixteen at the ti of the first interview were
added to the data'files in 1931. 1Jhe information (gathered)erbm
the transcripts included the grade Jlevel at which a course was
taken, a course code, the amount credit received, and the
letter grade redeived for the.course. These data were then used
to identify the patterns of vocational participation in high .

school to enable a more precise examination of the effects of
vocational training on the labor market exlieriences of youth.

Selection of Sample for Present Study

The NLS Youth data set consists of respondents who ranged in
age from fourteen to twenty-two as of.1979 and are, therefore, at

'4different Stages of their life cycles. 8y:May 1980, when the
most recent interviews used in this.study were conducted, there
was.no pbrtion of the full sample for' Which-a complete work his-
tory. of the respondents'.high'school yeats was available. The
problems that this limitation poses for analyzing high schOol
work experience are best illuetrated in figure 1. Each of the
nine solid diagbnal lines shows the relationship of age to calen-
dar time for a group of respondents. The numbeys at the right of
each in,e show the sample size in the NLS Youth for that age
group. "For,example, there are 950 respondents Who were approxi-
mately.fourteen years old in May 1979. Each line can be used to'
determine the availability of.data ,fox respondents at various
ages and times. Because only the first two roundg of interviews
(May 1979,and May 1980) ate used here, no information on life
histories after May 1980 iS available. Moreover, detailed
information is available only for.jobs that respondents held
after January 1, 1978. Respondents were asked less fletailed
questions, however, about any cooperative education, work-study,
or 'government-sponsored jobs that they held before January 1,
1978.. It is possible, therefore,-to identify sch9ol-supervised
jobs.that were heldADefore January 1, 197£3, but not outside'jobs
that respondents left beforerthat date. The rectangle bounded
by ages fourteen to elghteen and dates of January 1978 and,May
1980 show the availability by age ;group of information about
respondents' years in high schoq).

rhe problem in drawing inferences from, this sample about
high school work experiences in the youth population' at large
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Should now be clear. For at least the three oldest age groups,
the frequency bf holding jobs that were obtained without any
school involvement is biased (iownward (censored to be zero),
For the middle three age groups, that same frequency is again'
biased downward (but not restricted to zero) .to the extent that
students held non-school-supervised jobs in their early years of
high school Jbefore 1979). 'The three youngest age groups had not
dompleted high school by May 1.980. The frequency of holding any
jobs. while attending high school is biased downward for them to
the extent that jobs are'held during the junior or senior years
.in high school. Da.ta from the High School and Beyond survey
(Lewin-Lpstein, 198)) suggest that, because-seniors are much more

, likely thail sophomores to work, the bias is more serious for the
'ehree youngest age groups ;than it is for the middle three age
0Youps. Among the three middle age groups, information on some-
post-high school jobs is'available only for the two older ages
(nineteen ad twenty as of MaY 1980). Only for those twd age
levels can estimates be made of the effect of high school work
experience on post-high school labor market outcomes.

These limitations on data availability and the prOblems
.associated with them led tche project staff to select two differ-
ent subsamples of the NLS Youth to analyze. For analyses in
which the respondent rather than jobs was the f(Icus, moat of the
respondents came from two age groups--those who were approxi-
mately nineteen or twenty years old as of May 1980. This is the
subsample for which the downward bias in estimating frequency of
working is likely,to be4smallest. For analyses of the types of
jobs held by students while in high school, all jobs reported by
respondents during their period "in the rectangle" are used.
Thus, any jObs reported in the interviews as held between January
1978 and May 1980 during months when the respondents were attend-
ing high school are included. This means that the three oldest
age groups cannot contribute observations to this subsample, and
other age groups have varying opportunities tolcOntribute. But
these limitations do not bias any inferences dOncerning the types
of jobs held while in high school from 1978 through May. 1980.

Methods of Classifying Respondents

The work experience of students was classified by two
methods. The first classification method depended complet.Ay
on,interview information; the second method combined information
from the inteuriews and the transcripts. The standard caution
applies, of course, to extrapolating results from 1978-80 data
to later years.

In boli'methods the jobs that respondents reported in the
1979 and 1980 interviews were ciassified as being held while in
high school or after high school. Any job that respondents

8



began at loabt ,me.month befor:e they last attended high school*
was classified as a job held in high,school., Also jobs that
began between May and -August Ind ended between June and September
of the same yer were summer jobs and wereknot classified as high
school jobs for this analysis.

High schZ)ol jobs were further divided into'two mutually .

exclusive groups: school-supeevised (or related) jolqs and all
other (nonsupervised or outside) Yobs. School-supervised jobs
incrtided both those that.were identified as part of a coopera-
tive.education,or work-study program and those government-
sponsored jops fOr the disadvantaged that were explicitly iden-
tified by respondents as being ,part of an "in-:school" program.
Two-thirds of these school-supervised jobs werelln the community
with private business 'and industry. The government-sponsored
jobs could be identified separately, and these represented 28
percent of all school-supervised jobs.

The first method of classifying respondents deltended en-
r

tirepi on which kinds of high school jobs they held. Four
categonies of respondents were identified:'

1. Those who held, only school-supervised jobs
2. Those who held both'supervised and outside jobs
3. Illose who held oniy outside jobs
4. Those wl;o held no high school jobs of eit,per type

The second method employs the transcripts to identify
participation in cooperative oducaation or work-study programs
for high school credit. Respond-Jr-its with incomplete transcripts
were placed in a separate category. The transcripts identify
separately Credits in work-study progrows and in each of six
are%s of cooperative education. Respondents who took credits in
more than one area of cooperative education were classified in
that ared in which they had the most credits. Respondent's who
hal credits in both-work-study and cooperative education are
labelel "multiple." Respondents with full transcripts who" had no
credits in either work-study or cooperative education were class-
i.fied, according to the first method described, as haVing had
either non-school- supervised jobs or no jobs while in high
school.

Patterns of Participation

Transcript data were used by Campbell Orth, and Seitz .

(1981) to classify persons into different patterns of partici-
pation in vocational education. This method is preferred over

,both self-report of high school curriculum and administrator

*Either graduatiowdate or date of dropping out.
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classification because it reflects the variability within the
vocational education experience. In most previous studies, all
students.who reported that they had iollowed a vocational program
or who were classified as vocational, by school administrators
were treated as la homogeneous group. Some studies have allowed
for variations in vocational progrAr.vea or for the difference
between courses related or not related to later jobs. For the
present study vocational credits, as indicated on the transcript,
were usea to develop indices of involvement in secondary voca-
tional education.*

The patterns of participation were first developed by opera-
tionalizing five descriptive concepts that reflect different
aspects of vocational course-taking. Briefly, the descriptive -

concepts include (1) the number'of credits received in voca-
tional courses in the program area of specialization; (2) the
number of program areas in Which vocational courses were taken;
(3) b;,he number of years during which the specialty was pursued;

4r?

(4) the number of vocational credits in thelprogram area that
were determined to be supportive of the speeialty area; and
(5) a scaled measure of whether the specialty wa pursUed in
the eleventh and/or twelfth grade. A student's areacof special-
ization was defined as the program area (e.g., distributive edu-
cation, agriculture) in which at least six-tenths of the total
number of vocational credits were received.

These descriptive concepts were used to construct target
profiles. The target profiles represented the set of scores
hypothesized as most likely to be.associated with each pattern
type. The transcript record was used to obtain a profile of
scores for the descriptive concepts for each student. The actual
case profiles were then compared to the target profiles, and
assignment to a pattern was based on the Euclidean distance
function.** A case was assigned to the pattern type from Which

*Seven subject matter areas were identifed on students' tran7
scripts as vocational. These categories wet2e agriculture, mar-

' keting and drstributive education, health occupations, occupa-
tional home economics, office occupations, technical education,
and trade and industrial occupations. Techanical education was
combined with trade and indust;ial courses, and the two are
identified here as a single specialty area. A concerted effort
was made to exclude from the vocational classifications such
course areas as_industrial arts, personal typing, and nonoccupa-
tional home economics.

**For a full description of the methodology and techniques used
to construct and validate the patterns of participation variable,
the reader is referred to the work by Campbell, Orth, and Seitz
(1981).
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it had th,.: least distnnce. The five patterns were labeled Con-
centrator, Limited Cono,entratr, Concentrator/Explorer, Explorer,
and Incidental/Personal,

Concentrators take an average of sik vocational credits over
a three-year period. . Limited Concentrators generally take about
half the number of vocational credits that Coucentrators take,
usually within a two-year span. The-next pattbrn group, Concen-'
trator/Explorer, is similar to the Limited Concentrator pattern
except that the vocational course work is usually completed early
in the high-school years. Students classified in the Explorer
pattern pursue courses in three or more program areas but do not
_achieve any level,' of Specialization.* In comparison, ,IncidentalL
Personal students average less than a full credit and generally
complete the worIZ in a semester.

Thole patterns were used in the analyses in place of the
traditional eurriculuM descriptors of vocational, general, and
college preparatory. Also, in order to evaluate how representa-
tive the subsamplt1) of respondents with transcripts was, persons
Cor whom transcript data were either missing or incomplete were
included in the analyses. This group was Labeled "Incomplete
Transcript."

Organization of the Report.

This report presents information on the kinds of jobs held
while in_high school and relates this information to educational
and labot market outcomes. The primary analyses are by the cate-
gories of work experience described previously (school super-
vised, nonsupervised, both, and no work), controlling for the sex
of the respondents. Other analyses are by patterns of participa-
tion in vocational courses. Chapter 2 focuses on the character-
istics of individuals who worked while in school, Chapter 3 dri

the types of jobs they held and'chapter 4 on the outcomes

*For the-CrOnvenience of'the remainder of this report the term
"concentrator" is used in two ways. When the term is capital-
ized--as in Concentrator, Limited Concentrator, and Concentrator/
Explorer--it refers to students who fit one specific program
pattern. Wheh the term is not capitalized, it refers to all
students who fit any one of the three patterns just cited.

There aro too few Explorers to draw inferences concerning their
behavior. Because they are very different from students in other
patterns, however, they are shown separately in most tables in
order to ayoidthe distortions that would occur by including them

in another pattern. 'The discussions of results that follow dis-
regard the Explorer pattern unless otherwise noted.
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associated with working. Chapter 5 summarizes the results in'
terms of their policy implications..

A Note on Statistical Significance
;0%-

Chapters 2 and 3 are primarily descriptive, and tests of
statistical significance are not reported in the tables. Any
differences in percentage distributi,.ong discussed in the text,
however, are statistically significant at the conventional .05
level and-large enough to appear to have some practical impor-
tance. For comparisons of groups with less than 200 respondents
in each, practical importance generally means a difference of
about 10 percentage poknts. For larger samples, differences in
the range of 5 4? 10 percentage points &e usually both statis-
tically significant and'judged to be of practical importance.
The regression analyses of outcomes associated with work exper-
ience prestnted in chapter 4 are based on the conventional ordin-

'ary least squares procedures and interpretation.

4
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CHAPTER 2

STUDEOTS WHO WORK
AND THEIR EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES

The purpose of the analyses in this chapter is to'compare
the chardcterisLics of studen4Is Who held schdol-supervised jobs
and non-school2supervised or outside jobs to students who had nc
jobs white in high sch-)o1. Students are comparedon E. variety of-
Characteristios--sex, race, socioeconomic status (SES), rural
versus urban residence, geographical region of residence, and
whether the respondent had a child. Several indicators of voca-
tional r:z,Lticipation are used to examine differences between

'woiking and nonworking students. These analyses include' the
patterns of participation in vocational cours,s, area of special-
ization (e.g., trade and indiatr and self-report of curricu-
lum. The chapter also includes ana ses of the apparent effects
of holding jobs on perC,-)rmance in sch ol and the inc4ence of
school problems and deliquent behavior.

Two sources of information were used to classify students'
into the work experience categories. The majority o the'cross-
tabuiations are based on classification from the work history
data obtained in the interviews. Students are categorized as
(1) having held a school-related,.(i.e., cooperative, work-study
oc-government-sponsored) job only; (2) having held a school-
supervised and an outside job sometime in high school; (3) having
held an outside job onlY; and (4) not holding a job ),./hile in high
school. The second source of information, he transcript data,
was used for a 1.imited set of analyses. ¶p1 high,schook records
showed whether st-udents received credit f r specific cooperative
educatioh courses or work-study activities. Becausp the inter-
view information dc e. not differentiate betwe:ten these two types ,

of school-related jobs, the transcript data permit a closel-Lexam-,

ination ofptilese different prograis.

In order to accommodate the availabillty oft:he data and
make inferences regarding the. youth population, a subsample of
respondents was selected for these analyses. The detailed work
history information is time-bound; that is, respondents were
first asked in 1979 about the jobs th,Iy hefd the previous year.
If persons who had left school ear.lier than 1978 had been in-
cluded, this might have seciously biased the results. Therefore,
casek were selectel for the subsample, if the.respondents had 1,eft
,schoA,(i.q., dropped out or vjraduated) between April 1978 and"
Auf,ust 1979. This narrow definition primarily includes the two
classes that were graduated in 1978 and 1979, plus any students
who withdrew during this period. Students who graduated and went
on to college were also included in the subsample. Limiting the
sample in this way Termits a more accurate description of stu-
dents who held jobs while in high school.

-



Personal Characteristics

Sex and Race

The results in table 2.1 show that approximately 70 percent

of the men were eMployed compared to64 percent of the women

students. In addition, whites were more likely to be employed

than either Hispdnics or blacks. Approximately 73 percent of
white men and 67-percent of white women reported holding jobs in
high school, compared to 61 and 57 percent for Hispanic men and
women and only about 50 perceqt for black youth. The overall

patterns of their reports are generally consistent with the

- conclusions drawn from the Hiyh School and Beyond survey
(Lewin-Epsteinf-1981).*

As'expected, a majority of students were working in jobs
that-were not school supervised. Women, however, were somewhat
more likely to work only in chool-related jobs (17 percent) than

men (13 percent). Among bot meD and women, minorities were
somewhat mdte likely to have aeld some type of school-related

job than whites. Hispanic men showed the.highest likelihood of
working in,a school only or a school plus an outside job--ap-

.
proximately 9 percent in each category. Among women, however,

blacks were slightly more likely than Hispanics and substantially
yalote likely than whites to have only been employed in a school-

supervised job. When the two categories of school-related jobs

are combined, the difference in school employment between
Hispanic and.black women is less than 1 percentage point. The

proportions of minority and white women who reported having held-
a school-supervised job are 20 and 16 percent, respectively.
For both men and women the large percentage difference between
whites and minorities in the outside job category is primarily

due to the higher pergentage of whltes who held jobs.

Socioeconomic Status

An examination of the relationship between employment in ,

high school and family socioeconomic status (SES) at age fourteen
provides insight into the possible reasons why some students hold

*Comparisdhs with the Hiyh School and Beyond study on high school

work experienCe are somewhat limited because (1) the data col-
lected on work experience are 'not retrospective, they are based
on .the weelQ prior to the survey and labor force participation
rates, rather than the type of work experience, were used in the
analysisl and (2) analyses were conducted separately for sopho-
mores and Seniors, but it was not possible to partition the WLS
Youth data in this manner.
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TABLE 2.1

SEX AND RACE OF RESEONDENTS
BY WORK EXPERIENCE

PERCONITAGE DISTRIBUTION

Sex and Race
School Job Both School

Cnly and Cutside

Job

Outside
Job. Cnly

Pen

No
Job

Hispanic 8.9 8.9 '43.6 38.7
,

i3lack 8.3 6.4 36.7 48.6

thite 6.6 6.2 60.3 26.9

.
qbtal 6.9 6.4 56.5 30.2

Wbmen

Hispanic . 11.4 9.0 36.6 43.0

Black 14.5 5.2 29.2 51.2

White 8.4 7. 8 51.2 32.6

Total 9.4 7.5 47.5 35.6

Ibtal

ir

1001,44r/t 7i2y

160 ..,,?!.:,\--,',;.;-'1.4 )

100

100 (13:02)
I-

*V
-.?

100 (223)

100 (376)

1Q0 (871)

100 (1470)

NOTE: Percentages shown in the table are 1.Neighted and may not sun to 100 due.to rounding.
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jobs and others do not (table 2.2).* Within each of the cohorts,

low SES 'students Were the leaL,t likely to report employment while
in high school, compared to students from middle- and high-level

SES backgrounds. Only 60 percent of the men from low SES homes

were working, and just half of the women from similar backgrounds

had obtained employment. There appears to be only moderate dif-
ferentidtion between middle and high SES students in the likeli-
hood of being employed in high school. For mdddle and high SES
men, 73 and 70 percent reported that they were working, and for
women the figures were 67 and 70 percent, respectively. One

possible explanation for,,these findings is that studentS from
middle to high SES environments have greater access to the labor

market through family contacts. The data suggest that the
'family's financial situation may not be a factor for low SES
students, although other conditions that are often associated
with low SES, such as lack of transportation and limited knowl-

-edge,of the labor market, may prevent these students from ob-
.

taining.jobs.

There are large differences in the percentages of men and

women from varying SES backgrounds in school-related jobs. When

the two school-supervised categories are combined, both middle
and low SES men are seen as equally likely to be employed in
school-supervised jobs (approximately 15 percent), but high SES

men are substantially less likeiy to obtain such jobs (8 per-
cent). Looking only at those employed, the percentages of low

and middle SES students (both men and women), in school-
supervised jobs are much higher than the percentage of high SES
students in these jobs. Work-study and government-sponsored jobs

are included in the schoolrelated job category and these pre-,

grams are often targeted to economically disadvantaged youth.
The particular_measure of SES used in this analysis does not
contain a direct measure of family income and may not differ-

entiate well between the truly disadvantaged and those of

moderate means. If a more precise measure of disadvantaged
status were available, the difference might be even more pro-

nounced.

Geographic,Region

Because labor market conditions differ in various regions
of the qountry, it is important to examine the relationship
between geographic residence and high school employment. One

recent study has found that residence in different regions is

*Family SES is determined by a composite measure of mother's
education, father's education, father's (or mother's, if father
was absent) occupational prestige, and availability of reading
materials in the home.
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TABLE 2.2.

FAMILY SCCIOECONCMIC STATUS CP RESPONDENTS
BY WORK EXPERIME

PERCENTACZ DISTRIBUTION

-4

SDC ioeconomic

Status

School JOlo

Only

Both Sho1
and Outside

Job

Outside No

job Only Jbb TOtal ( n)

0

Lad

'It 1 ti.

High

Tbt al

.
8. 3

8. 2

3. 2

6.9

7.3

4
6.9e
4.5

6.4

44.6

57.7

62.6

56.5

39.8

27.2
(1-'

29.7

.
30.2

100

100

1100

200
.

(434)

( 731)

(218)

(1393)

Women

Law 9. 6 6. 2 33. 2 51 .0 100 (461 )

Middle 10. 0 9. 1 48. 3 32.6 100 (787)

High 7. 7 5. 0 57.8 29. 6 100 (217)

Total 9. 4 7. 5 47. 5 35. 6 100 (1465)

NOTE: Percentages i'hown in the thle.are weighted'and may not sum to 100 due to rounding. Missing

observations are excluded.
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associated with higher or lower levels of high sdhool emPloyment
(Lewin-Epstein 1981). The findings reported in table 2.3 support
this geheral conclusion.

-
For both men and women, residence in the South appearito

reduce the likelihood of holding jobs While in high school: This
may be attributed to the higher proportion of minorities living
in the South, and as the earlier discussion of racial character-
istics clearly shows, minority youth, especiallx,blacks, have a
reduced likelihood of being employed while in high school.* In

compariSon, youth residing in the North Central states appear the
most likely to be employed white in high school, followed by per-
sons living in the West for men and in the Northeast for women.
For men the regional differences in percentage Of students
working are approximately 16 percentage points; the largest re-
gional difference among women iS 12 percentage points.

Among women living in the West appears .to be associated with

a greater likelihood of being employed at some.time in a'school

job. Ot the women wbo worked during high school and who live in
the West, approximately'38 percent, held a school-related job.

Comparable figures for the Northeast, North Central, and South

are 19, 21, and 30 percent respectively.

Residence

The area in which a student lives, specifically in an urban
versus rural setting, appears to have an impact on the opporl.un-
ities high sch1 youth have to obtain jobs. In urban areas,
jobs are likely to be more plentiful and trpsportation may be
less of a problem. It is likely that farm jobs, a tkpical source
of employment for rural youth, are less available.than they once

were. Examining the results for the are of current resylence
(table 2.4), both men and womenyho live in urban areas show a
somewhat greater likelihood of,working than rural youth. Approx-
imately 71 percent of urban males reported high schobl employ-
ment, compared to 63 percent of rural males. The comparable

t..

estimates for'women are 66 and 60 percent, respect.i.vely.

Rural and urban males in nearly equal percentages held out-
side jobs only, but over twice as many men from urban residences
held some type of school job than did their rural counterparts':
This result largely stems from the decreased likelihood of rural

men having only school-related jobs; only 2 percent mere so
classified. AmcIng women, the pattern istreversed. Women from

rural

*Cogan (1982) has reported that as much as one-half f the
decline in black teenage employment can be.attribdted to
technological developreents in,agriculture that have decreased the,
demand for low-skilled labor.

4.
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TABLE 2.3

GEOGRAPHIC ROGION OF RESPONCEM
BY WORK EXPERIENCE

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION'

Region

Nbrth Central

Northeast
1-
0

,Sbuth

, West

Tbtal

Women
,

North Central

Northeast
,

South

West

Total

NOTE: Percentages shown in the table are weighted and may not sum to 100 due bp rounding. Missing

observations are excluded.

School Job
Only

Both School
and Outside

Job

Outside
Job Only.

No
Job Total .\(n)

6.1 7:5 64.2 22.1 100. (326)

5'2 6.6. 53.5 34.0 100 (257)

7.3 5.5 49.3 , 37.9 100 (440)

9.1 5.4 59.5 26.0 100 (219)

6.9 6.4 56.5/
.

/
30.2 100 (1242)

7.0 8.1 55.0 29.9 . 100 (359)

8.9 3.6 54.6 32.9 100 (234)

9.8 7.5 40.5 42.3 100 (521)

12.8 11.5 39.1 36.4 100 (23B)

9.4 7.5 47.5 35.6 100 (1352)
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TABLE 2.4

RESIDEbEE CF RESPONDENTS
BY WORK EXPERIEWE

--

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

_

Residence

School Job Both School' Outside No

Cnly and aitside Job Cnly Job `Ibtal (n)

Job

Ivbn

Current--Urban 8 7 56 29 100 (988)

Current--Ra-al 2 5 56 37 100 (224)

Age 14City 6 6 58 30 100 (1101)

Age 14--CoLntry 1.1 8 48 32 100 (205)

Age 14--Fann or Rand; 6 4 60 29 100 (74)

Women

Current--Urban 9 7 50 34 100 (1035)

I

airrent--Rural 11 9 40 40 100 (272)

Age 14--Ci
1

ty 10 7 48 35 . 100 (1151)

Age 14--Country 10 8 43 38 100 (244)

Age 14--Fann or Ranch 4 7 51 37 100 (69)

NC/TE: Percentages shown in the table .are 3heighte1 and may not sun to 100 due to rounding. Missing

observations are excluded.



environments are more likely t) have obtained some type of
school-related employment than their urban peers. Combining the
school job only and school plus outside job categories shows that
20 percent of the rural women leld school-related jobs, while

-Awlly-16 percent of the urban women reported-similar job his-
tories.

Data that the respondents reported concerning their area of
residence at age fourteen, the age at which most young people
enter high school, are also reported in table 2.4. In general,
the likelihood of working in high school does,not differ more
than.3 percentage points among the residence categories. No
appreciable differences among categories can be noted in terms of
holding school jobs, except that men who reported living in the
country were somewhat more likely to be employed in school jobs
and women from a farm or ranch showed a lower tendency to engage
in such jobs.

Children in High School

Parental responsibilities while in high school appear to
have a differential effect on job holding for men and women
(tabke 2.5). Among men, being a parent tends to enhance the
likelihood of being employed, but it substantially reduces the
likelihood of doing so in a school-supervised environment.

. Although the sample size for men with children is quite small,
and subject to considerable sampling error, the data suggeSt that
outside jobs are a more favored type of employment. Approxi-
mately 72 percent of the men with children held outside jobs,
compared to 56 percent of the men without children.

In comparison, having a child while in high school appears
to decrease the likelihood of working for women. Only 46 percent
of the women who reported having a child were working Whereas 66
percent of the women without Lthildren were employed. Having to
balance school work and child care appears to affect the decision
of whether to work for many women, despite the financial hardship
many of them probably experience. However, compared to men,
school-related employment appears to be a viable option for women
with children. Although women with children were slightly less
likely than women without children to have only held a school- .

related job, when the two categories of school jobs are combined,
there is no noticeable difference between the groups.

Educational Experiences

Vocational Participation

Three indicators of vogatiOpal participation were used to
describe the possible relationship,between secondary curriculum

21
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TABLE 2.5* .,
WHETHER RESPONDENT MD A CHILD WHILE IN HIGH SCHCOL

BY WORK EXPERIEXE

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

Hai a Child Vhi le
in High School

.
l'iool Job

Cri ly ....0.

7

Yes 2

'ibtal 6.9

1

Women

No

Yes

Total

,

1 0

Both School
and Cutside

Job

.

Outside
Job Cnly

No
Job 'Ibtal

6 56 30 100

3 72 22 100

6.3 56.5 30.2 100

.7 49 34 100

9 30 54 100

75 47.5 35. 6 100

(n)

(1359)

. (28)

(1387)

NCITE: Percentages shown in the table are ueighted and may not sum to 100 due to rounding.

f
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and employilient while in high school: the patterns of partici-
pation (which were developed from students' transcripts), self-
report of curniculum, and vocational specialty (e.g., business
and office).

Patterns of participation. In general, the results in t able
2.6 Show that increased vocational participatiOn is associated
with a higher likelihood of holding a job While in high school.
Male Concentrators and Concentrator/Explorers were the most
likely grbups to be employed, followed by equal percentages of
LiMited Concentrators and nonvocational males (74 percent).
Incidental/Personal participants and those for whom transcript
data did not permit classification into a pattern wene the male
groups leAs$ likely to work.

About 70 percent of all wom en with vocational credits held
jobs while in high,school. Women with no \;ocational credits were
the,least likely to work; only one-half of these women reported
holding jobs.

In terms of school-related employment the results were more
'predictable. Many vocational programs offer a cooperetive educe-
tiOn component, and thereflare, stwdents with increased vocational
participation would(be expeq. rk more frequently in
school-related_jobs.. This z.erii inGed t'he case, as both men and
women at all l&lels of vocatiOnal concOtration were signifi-
cantly moTe likely to ho\kd sqtool-supervised jobs compared to
Incide4al/Personal a40j.id.j.efnl.youth. Less than 10 per-
cent of;tbe men with OaØia1 credits worked in school-

rrelate /jobs Whil'e,near1yi30 iien4t. of the ConCentrators engaged
in su ,work.,:(The'per entj.i.gitale and female Explorers in
schojo.bs ';-bigh, 23 and 36 percent, but
th4,smell.sarlf 1,e Si'iOs for theSt4roups preclude the drawing of
any sonclusio ,s4)

I

yes -" e

eel

%-. The ndable hig light in the results for the women is that
Co4cenT,rator/Explorer,, the lowest level among the concentrator
grou01.moiAe frequently reported having only a school job than
ei0er, 'concentrators or Limited Concentrators. Concentrator/
Explorers were almost twice as likely to hold this type of job
than the estimate for the population.

Self-report of curriculum. Studies of vocational educa-
tion have frequently used self-report of curriculum to classify
students' secondary programs. Recent research has suggested
that this measure may not be appropriate, as self-report does not
always reflect actual experiences (see Campbell, Orth, and Seitz
1981 for review). This classification method may, however, pro-
vide an indication of students' orientation to their high school
experiences (Grasso and Shea 1979). It also permits a cross-
validation of the patterns of participation results.
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TABLE 2.6

PATTERNS.CF PARTICIPATION CP RESPONDENTS
BY WORK EXPERIENCES

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

Both

Pattern

School
Joh
Cnly

Mlool
and

Outside
Job

Outside
'Job

Cnly
Nb
JOb qbtal (n)

Men

Concentrator 19 11 54 16. 100 (81)

Limited ConcentratOr 11 8 55 26 100, (104)

Concentrator/Explorer 8 8 66 17 100 (60)

Explorer 2' 20 61 17 100 (18)

Incidental/Personal 6 4 55 35 100 (240)

No Vocational Credits 6 3 65 26 100 (177)

Incomplete Transcript 5 7 53 34 100 (707)

Total 6.9 6.3

t

56.5 30.2 100 (1397)

Women

Concentrator 12 14 44 30 100 (127)

Limited Cbncentrabor 13 11 ,49 27 -100 (188)

Concentrator/Explorer 18 8 46 29 100 ,(112)

aplOrer 20 16 20 45 100, (15)

Incidental/Personal 7 6 57 29 100 (290)

Nb Vbcational Credits 3 4 53 50 100 (95)

Incanplete Tnanscript

Total

8

9.4

6

7.5

43

47:5

43

35:6

100

lco

(643)

x
(1470)

NarE: Fercentages.shown in the table are weighted and may not sum 100 due to
rounding.
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The data in table 2.7 show that 411 Male and female self-
reported vocational students werp more likely to be employed
while in high school than either general or college preparatory
youth. Approximately 75 percent of the vocational men and 70
percent of the vocational women reported holding jobs while in
high school. AmongHmen, general curriculum stWents were only
slightly more likely to work than academic youth but, among
women, college preparatory students were somewhat more likely to
work than students in a general program.

As as was show .with :the patterns' classification, self-
reported vocational students were much more likely to work in
school-Supervised jobs than their academic or general curriculum
peers. Approximately 28 percent of the vocational men reported_
some type of school-related job, coMPared to 12 and 8 percent of
the general and college preparatory males. The same pattern is
evident among women, 15dt the proportion of vocationally.oriented
women in school-related jobs is somewhat higher. Almost half (46
percent) bf all vocational women Who worked in high ballool were,
at one time employed in a school-supervised positiion.

Vocational specialty. The area of specialization is defined
where as the vocational program area in which the student received
at least six-tenths of his or,her total vocational credits.
Among men, having a distributive education* or trade and industry
specialty was associated with'working in high school, especially
with working in a school-related job (table 2.8). Approximately
80 percent of the men in these areas were working while in high
school compared to 70 percent of those in agriculture and office
specialties. In addition, 23 petcent of the men with a trade and
industry specialty and over 45 percent oethose dlassified as
"other" specialty,' worked in school-related jobs, compared to 13
percent in agriculture and 9 percent in office,. For both the
samples of men and women it is important to keep the limited
sample sizes in mind'; this factor prevents an adequate comparison
between the specialty areas.

For women, with the exception of occupational home econo-
mics, no one specialty area can be said to be more or less likely
than others to lead to employment while in school. But, the pro-
portions of women in these various specialties in school-related
jobs vary. Of the women with a'trade and industry specialty, 22
percent had only worked in school-supervised jobs during their
high school careers. But the categories of office occupations

*The majority of men classified in the "other" specialty categgfru
were distributive education students. Those in health occupa-
tions and occupational home economics program areas were also
classified as "other."
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TABLE 2.7

SFLP-REPORT OP CURRICULUM OF RESPONDENTS,

BY WORK DCPERIENCE

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION,

Curriculum
School Jbb

Only
Both School
and Outside

Job

Outside
job Only

No
Job Total (n)

Nbn

Vocational

General

CiollegeTiepara.tory

Tbtal

Wbmen

Vocational

General

College Preparatory

. Total

12.3

6.8

4.5

7.1'

16.6

9.4

5.8

9.6

15.5

5.0

.3.7

6.6

15.5

7.4

3.5

7.7

47.6

57.7

60.4 .

56.7

38.2

44.8

59.0

48.3

'0

24.7

30.5

31.4

29.7

29.7

38 .5

31.6

34.4

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

(251)

(687)

(360)

(1298)

(271)

(705)

(419)

(1394)

NOTE: Percentages shown in the table are weighted and may not sum to 100 duE to rounding. MisSing

obserVations are excluded.



TABLE 2.8

VOCATIONAL SPECIALITY OF RESPONDENTS
BY-WORK EXPERIENCE

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

Specialty

School

Job
'Only

Both
School

and
Outside
Job

Outside
Job
Only

ID
Job Ibtal (n)

Men

Agriculture 11 2 58 30 100 (57)

Office 4 .5 ,
59 33 ioo (167)

Trade & Industry . 13 10 57 20. 100 (147Y

Other Specialty 23 23 33 21 100 (29)

No Specialty 6 6 57 32 166 (987)

Total , 6.9 6.4 56.5 , 30.2 100 (1397)

Woiren

Office 11 9 52 28 100 (518)

Trade & Industry 22 5 46 27 100 (28)

_Home Economics .10/ 14 34 ' 42 100 (32)

\Other Specialty

x,
No Specialty

12

7

8

6

51

44

28

42

100

100

(50)

(842)

Total 9.4 .1, 7.5 47.5 35.6 100. (1470)

NOTE: Percenta es shown in the table are iAeighted and may not sum to 100 due

to rounding. E1r men, the "other" category includes distributive education,

health occuatiqhs, and home.econcmics. Eta- Inonen, the "other" category in -

chrJes distrib ive eaucation, health occupations, and agriculture.

4 el
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(the area.ift which a majority of women in vocational education
were enrolled), home economics, and the "other" specialties are
within.3 percentage points of each otheof in the school job only
category.

Grade Point Average

While it can be speculated that holding a job while in high
school may .sacrifice academic performance, previous studies have
generally found no support for this hypothesis. The exception is
the study by Greenberger and Steinberg (1981) which found working
in high school is associated with lower academic performance.

A comparison of students' grade point averages (GPAs) within
the.four work experience categories is shown in table 2.9. The
GPAs, have been rounded to the nearest integer and are ba§ed on at

leastthree years of data (i.e., grade.levels ten through twelve
or.nine through twelve).* When all categories of students in-
volved in work experience are combined and cOMpared to students

. who did not work, nonworking.students 4re found to be nearly -
twice as Likely to earn A's than-students who work, but working ,

students are more likely to earn B's than their nonworking
peers..** There is only a slight difference (2 percentage points)
in the proportion oi working students receiving F's (failure)
compared to youth who had never been employed. In general, the
percentage distributions suggest that while working students may
not be as likely to receive top grades, they also are no more
likely'to have the poorest performance records either.

The median GPAs lend further support to this,conclusion.
For men, these values are surprisingly consisteneacross the
various work experience categories. Examining the mean GPAs,

*There are several points regarding the GPA results that deserve
attention. Because the data were restricted to cases for which
at least three years of information were available, most of the
resPondents included in the analysis were high School graduates.
In addition, the GPA data are descriptive at best, and no
causality can be.assumed. Controls that measure academic
performance before the student started working were not
available, and therefore, g causal link between GPAs and work
experience cannot be established.

4.0

**Regarding the GPA and.class rank (in the next section) data,
it is imiportant to note that the sample sizes for the school-
related experience categories are somewhat small and therefore
these,findings should be regarded as.tenative.
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TABLE 2.9

GRADE polar AVERAGE OF RESMNDENTS
BY WORK EaP,ERIEN2E

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

Both
School

Grade Point School and Outside
Average Job Cnly aitside Job Cnly

Job
Job rIbtal

Men

D

F

Total

9

36

39

13

3

100

0

34

49

6

11
,

41-00

6*

, 42

38

7

8

100

10

34

43

7

5

100

6. 7

38. 7 ...._

40. 0

7.0

7.1

100.0.

Mean 2.67 2.10 2. 29 2.32

Median 2.35 2.32 2.31 2.27

(n) (67) (51) (379) (232) (729)

Vic:nen

A
k

0 2 12 17 11. 4

B 50 54 52 43 49. 3

C 40 36 26 29 28. 6

D 2 0 3 6 3.8

F 8 7 7 6 .6.9

Total 100 100 100 100 100.0

Mean 2.33 2.43 2.58 2.60

Median. 2.47 2.43 2.63 2.52

(n) (112) (73) (405) (303) (893)

NOTE: tbrcentages shown in the table are weighted an..1 may not sun to 100 due
,to rounding. Missing observations are excluded.
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men who huld only school-relatea jobs exhibit the highest GPAs,
and those who combined school and outside jobs are found to have
the lowest GPAs. Both groups, however, appear to have slightly
skewed distributions, which would account for thp large differ-
ence in mean GPAs between the two types,of experience. Men who
worked only in outside jobs and those who were not employed while
in.school maintained very similar..GPAS.

A different picture emerges for women. In contrast to men,
women Who were employed only in school-supervised jobs earned the
lowest GPAs, but again, the distribution is obviously skewed.
None of the women with this type of work experience had (within
rounding error) an average grade of an A. Women who combined,
school and outside jobs fared only slightly better in their
grades. 'Women who did not work and those who held only outside
jobs earned the highest mean grades.

Class Rank

A second measure of academic performance is students' rank
in class. For analysis, each student's rank was divided by the
number in the student's class and converted to a percentile
Score. Table 2.10 presents these scores by quintile groups..
The data show that men who held only outside jobs and men who
did not wOrk had slightly higher mean class standings than their
peers. This result varies,somewhat from the GPA data where males
with school jobs only had the highest mean GPA. Men Who have
a combined school and outside job experience are the least likelY
group to rank in the upper fifth of their class. In comparison,
men who only held school-related jobs are more likely to main-
tain a GPA that places them in the upper-most class rank but are
also slightly more likely than other students to be in the lowest
quintile group. 1:*/

Examining mean percentiles for women reveals a similar pat-
tern. Women who had outside jobs only and those who had no work
experience were found to have the highest mean class rank. The
mean for women with school-supervised work experience was calcu-
lated as being somewhat lower, and these students were much le'es
likely to rank in the top quintile. Approximately 21 percent of
the women Who held school jobs were in the top quintile of their
class; the overall estimate for the sample was 31 percent. In
contrast to men, however, women with school-related work exper-
ience were not more or less likely to be in the lowest quintile.

The varied characteristics of respondents in the separate
work experience categories require that these findings of the
possible effects of work experience on ovexall school perfoi-mance
be interpreted cautiously. About one-fourth of the students who
held school-supervised jobs were in government programs for the
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TABLE 2.10

CLASS RAW CF RESPONCENTS BY
BY WORK EWER IENCE

PERCENTAGE D IS IR IBUT ION

Quintile Rank
in Class

School
Job Only

School and
Outside Only

Outside
Job Only

tip
Job Total

Men

Tcp quintile 25 5 17 22 18.6

Second quirt Ile 4 30 23 16 19.8

Third quintile 23 10 21 11 17.7

Fourth quint Ile 20 31 20 26 21.8

Lowest qul nt I le 29 25 19 26 22.1

Total 100 100 100 100 100.0
4,---..-

Mstan percent ile 44.8 41.1 49.7 47.3

Median percent Ile .43.6 38.9 44.6 37.0

(n) .(61) (39) (349) (214) (662)

Wonen

Top quint I le 21 21 32 34 30.6

Second quint Ile 24 22 26 28 22.9

Third quintile 19 27 17 16 17.5

Fourth quint Ile 23 21 17 19 18.3

Lowest quint I le 13 9 9 13 10.6

Total 100 100 100 100 100.0

Mean percent I le 54.6 55.2 60.9 58.8

Median percent Ile 47.9 49.5 61.9 56.6

(n) (97) (65) (383) (298) <(843)

NOTE: Percentages shown In the tdble are weighted and may not sum to 100 due to rounding.
Missing observat Ions are excluded.
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disadvantaged, while memb(rs 4)I minority groups and low EMS res-
pondents were less likely to hold jobs while in ,high school. .1n
both the school-supervised and no job categorit)s, therefore,
there are many young ,people from groups that typically have dif-
ficulty'in school,

As a further complication, it is shown later (table 2.16)
that students who followed a concentrated pattern of vocational
courses were more likej_y to receive high school credits'and
grades for their performance in cooperative education job place-
ments. The skewed distributions of grades in the separate work
experience categories result from these yaried combinations of
students and obscure the possible effects of work experience on
school performance.

Educational Aspirations

Clearly, a majority of students aspire to educational levels
beyond high school (table 2.11). Across all categories of work
,experience, 55 to 75 percent of the high school students sadd
they,wanted to complete thirteen or more years of education.
Males with no work experience and those employed in outside jobs
only were somewhat more likely to aspire to sixteen or more years
Of school than their peers who held school-supervised jobs while
in high school. In comparison, women who held outside jobs were
more likely than other. women to aspire to sixteen or more years
of education. Approximately 54 percent of the women who held
outside jobs aspired to the college degree level or higher, com-
pared to 44 percent of those with no work experience and 35
percent of those with school jobs only.

For many students, high school marks the end of their formal
education. It is ,this group of students, those who plan to enter
the labor force immediately after high school, for whom work
experience would be most valuable. If educational aspirations
are indicative of such goals, it appears that schools are fairly
effective in attracting these students, especially men, into
school-supervised jobs. Over 40 percent of the men in school
only and school plus outside jobs aspired to the high school
diploma level. The comparable estimates for women are 31 and 27
percent. It should be noted, however, that approximately one-
third of themen and women who were never employed while in high
school said,--44ey did not wish to continue their education past

-high school.

Educational Attainment

The findings indicate (table 2.12) that both men and women
who held jobs While in high school had a higher probability of
completing at least twelve years of education than those without
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TABLE 2.1 1

FDUCAT IONAL /VP IRAT IONS IT RESPONDENTS
BY wCkl< EXPERIENCE

PERCE'ITACE 0 IS TR !BUT ION

E'ducat lonal
Asp !rat Ions

School
Job Only

E3oth
School and
Outside Job

Outs ide No

Job. Only Job Tota I

Men

Less than 1 2 years 1 0 2 2 2

1 2 years 42 .45 35 31 3 5

1 3 to 15 years 19 17 13 12 1 4

1 6 years 33 27 32 30 3 1

More than 16.years 6 10 18 24 .1 9

Total 100 100 100 100' 10 0

(n) ,e (113) (89) (6 61) (518) it 381)

Women

Less than 12 years

1 2 years

1

31

0

27

0

25

4

36

1,

30

1 3 to 15 years 33 26 19 16 20

1 6 years 30 35 35 30 33

'-lore than 16 years 5 11 19 14 15

Total 100 100 100 100. 100

(n) (164) (98) (593) (609) (1 464)
1,

NOTE: Percentages shown In the table are weighted and may 'not sum to 100 due to rounding.
Missing observations are excluded.
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TABLE 2.12,

'hDUCATIONAL ATVAINIMENTT CP RESPONDENTS
BY WORK EXPERIENrE
(1980 INTERVIM)

PERCNTAGE DIMIBUTION

Highest Grade
Completed

School
and

School Outside 'Outside NO
Job Only Job Job Only Job rIbtal

Men

Less than 12 years

12 years

13 to 15 years

Total

12.5

78.0

9.5

100.0

15.0

75.0

9.5

100.0

14.0

70.6

15.3

100.0

21.0

52.9

26.1

100.0

16.1

66.1

17.8

100.0

(n) (99) (80). (613) . (551) (1243)

Women

Less than 12 years 9.6 8.3 5.6 23.0 12.4

12 years 72.3 80.0 74.0 51.5 66.3

13 to 15 years 18.1 11.7 20.4 25.4 21.3

Ibtal 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

(n) (155) (93) (559) (549) (1356)
1

NOTE: Percentages shown in the table are weighted and may not sum to 100 due
to romding.
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jobs.* But workic.:.; students were also less likely to continue
their eaucation beyond that level, parti.cularly students who held
school-related jobs. For exaldp1e, approxiMately 10 percent of
the men who were employed in 0 school job pursued postsecondary
work, compared to 15 percent of the men who held outside jobs.
This general pattern is maintained for women but the percentage-
point difference in postsecondary schooling between women with
school jobs only (18 percent) and outside jobs only (20 percent)
is smaller and not.significant.

The eaucational attainment pattern of students with no work
expvience is particularly diverse. Nearly equal percentages of
nonworking-men and women dropped out of high school (21 and 23
percent) as continued past the becbrIdary level (26 arid 25 per-
cent). These findings may be attributed to the combination of
characteristics among students who did hold'jobs while in high
school. -TWo quite different groups iere overrepresented among
those who were not employed. One was composed of minoriti:-s and
low SI.S students, groups that typically have high dropout rates
(Mertens, Seitz, and Cox 1982). The other group consisted of
students with little or no involvement in vocational educetion.
These are the students who typically have the highest rates of
participation in postsecondary education (Campbell, Gardner, and
Seitz 1982). The presence of these two grOups in the no job
category probably produced the unusual pattern of education
attainment found there.

Number of Jobs

Regarding the number of nonsummer jobs respondents held
while in high school, thb data show that, in general, the
majority'of students held only one job during high school (see_

table 2.13). This finding remains true for both men and women

X
d for both school-supervised and outside jobs. Furthermore,

it can be concluded that although the differences are quite small
and not significant, males in school jobs were less likely than
those in outside jobs to hold two jobs and somewhat more likely
than this same group to haves three or more jobs while in school.
Among women the pattern is reversed; those in school jobs are
slightly more likely than thse who find employment infnonschool

*Because much of high school work experience is acquired during

the senior year, the association between having ever worked while
in high school and completihg h.igh school arises in part from the
definition rather than from any effect on behavior. The data
presented here cannot establish any cause/effect relationship
between working in high school and completion of high school.
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TABLE 2.13

NIMBER CF JOBS HELD WHILE IN HICil soicor.,
BY WORK IDCFERIENtE CF RESPONDENTS

PERCENTACE DISTRIBUTION

Nungoer of Jobs
Type of Work
Experience 1 2 3 Total (n)

Men

School Job Only 71.2 18.8 3. 3 100 (113)

School and 60. 7 18. 2 21..1 100 (90)
Outside Job

Outside Job Only 71.4 22.3 4.9 1.4 100 (663)

Total 64.9 25.4 6. 3 3,4 100 (866)

Wcmen

School Job Only 72.2 22.4 3. 3 2. 0 100 (164)

School and - 61. 5 29. 3 9.2 100 (98)
Outside Job i

Outside Job Only 70.8 20.1 7.1 2.1 100 (596)

Ibtal 62.7 25.3 9.1 2.9 100 (858)

,
NOTE: 1-rcentages shosAn in the table -,-e in.eighted arx1 may not sun to 100 due
to rounding.

4111.
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settings to hold two jobs, and somewhat less likely to pursue
three jobs. As expected, perscins who were employed in both school
and outside jobs were the most mobile; approximately 40 percent
of these students held thrpe or more jobs during high school.

When patterns of participation in vocational courses are
compared to the number of jobs held (table 2.14),.no discernible
trends are observed. The eAception is that male and female Con-
centrators more frequently held three or more jobs during high
school. Approximately 17 percent of the men who were classified
as Concentrators pursued at least three jobs compared to an esti-
mate of 9 percent for the sample. Among women, about 19 percent
held three or more jobs compared to a sample estimate of 12
percent.

Several isolated findings are worthy of note. Similar pro-
portions of Concentrator and nonvocational men, 72 percent, only
repOrted having one job in high school, and males with a Limited
Concentrator experience reported having held two jobs more often
than other students. (This latter result accounts foe the sub-
stantially lower likelihgod of Limited Concentrators having only
one job.)

Among women, Concentrators and Limited Concentrators
appear to be slightly less likely than average to hold only one
job. As with male Limited Concentrators, women with a similar
Vocational background were more likely than their pee.rs to hold
two jobs while in school, but the differences among women are
less distinct than those Bound for men.

School Problems and Delinquent Behavior

The potential negative effects associated with holding a job
while in high school have not been addressed in most previous
studies. The ELS Youth data base contains information on delin-
quent behavior that was collected by means of a confidential
questionnaire the respondent completed during the 1980 interview.
This fortn listed a number of delinquen.t_acts and asked respon-
dents to indicate how often they had talZ4 part in such behavior
in the twelve months prior to the intervi4w.. Questions about
school problems (i.e., suspension, expulsion) refer to the entire
time the student was in school.

ln the present study, the main interest was in the differ-
ences in such behavior between students who held jobs while in
high school and those who did not. Consequently, a subsample was
selected that was limited to respondents who were juniors or
seniors in high school at the time of the May 1980 interview or
who had dropped out of these grades in the three months prior
to the interview. Limiting the sample in this way ensured that

4
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TABLE 2.14

NUMBER CP JOBS HEEDWILE IN HIGH SCHOOL BY
PATTERNS CP PARTICIPATION

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

NuMber of Jbbs
Pattern 1 2 3 4 Total (n)

Men

Concentrator 72 U. TO 7 100 (63)
Amited
Concentrator 50 39 6 5 100 1. (71)'

COncentrator/
Explorer 62 . 27 4 6. 100 (47)

Explorer 73 9 , 18 - 100 (12)
Incidental/

Personal 65 23 8 4 . 100 (146)
NO Vocational

Credits 72 21 7 0 100 (121)
Incomplete
Transcript 63 29 CJ 3 100 (406)

Thotal 65 25 6 3 100 (806)

Ilanen

Concentrator 55 26 14 5 100 (84)
Limited

.

Concentrator 57 30 7 6 100 (132)
COncentrator/

Explorer 65 27 7 1 100 (81)
EXplorer 72 28 - - 100 (8)
Incidental/
Personal 65 24 9 2 100 (191)

NO Vbcational
Credits 63 24 13 - 100 (50)

Incomplete

Transcript 66 24 8 2 100 (312)

'Dotal 63 25 9 3 100 (858)

NOTE: Percentages shown in the table are weighted and may not sum to 100 due
bp rounding.

.
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these respondents had been in school during most of the twelve
month period for which they were reporting.

. Tables 2.15 and 2.16 present the frequencies with which
the respondents reported expetiencing the problems or behaviors
listed in the prior twelve months. The frequencies are reported
separately for junior and senior males and females. The analysis
thus represents two replications, each by sex and grade level, of
the apparent effects of holding a job while in high school on
school' problems and delinquent behavior.

The frequencies vary greatly,by type of act from very low
(expulsion from school) to very high (use of alcohol), but are
fairly similar in general magnitude across sex and grade. When
comparisons are made across the work experience,categories, a
fairly consistent pattern emerges: respondents who are classi-
fied as having held both school-supervised and nonsupervised jobs
usually have the highest frequencies, and respondents in school-
supervised and no job categories have the lowest.

There is no apparent explanation why those who hold both
school-supervised and nonsupervised jobs should be so much more
likely to have reported school problems or delinquent behavior.
Neither the characteri-stics of individuals in this group nor
their jobs differ.in any significant way from those who held only
school-supervised jobs. Nevertheless, across grades and across
sex, those who held both kinds of jobs were more likely to report
school problems and delinquent acts.

If the three work experience categories are combined, the
incidence pf school problems and delinquency is higher than among
those who held no jobs. WoOcing While in school does appear to
increase the likelihood of having problems in school or commit-
ting delinquent acts.

Transcript Classification of Work pcperience

As previously noted, the transcript data provided a supple-
mental source of information about students' high school work
experience. If the respondent had received high school credit
for cooperative education or work-study classes, the case was
classified into the appropriate category. Transcripts that
showed no credits in hese areas were placed into the work exper-
ience category derived from the interview information, except for
cases where there were ho transcript data. A comparison of the
work experience categories from the interview data and those from
the transcript data is shown in table 2.17.

The most striking finding in the table is the large propor-
tion of students who reported that they held a school-related job
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TABLE 2.15

RESPONCENTS REPORTING SCHCCL PROBLEMS OR
DEL INNENT- BEKAVI CR IN PREVIOUS TWELVE MONTHS

BY WORK EXFER [EWE

PERCENTAGE REPCRTINO EEHAVIOR

PEN

Problem or- Both
Del 1 nguent School School and Oul-side No

Behav for Job Only CutsIde Job Job Only Job Total

Juniors

Skipped school 59 84 50 50 52

Used alcohol 71 82 78 71 75
(n)* (31) (27) (300) (204) (562)

Suspended fran school 40 46 23 28 26
Expel led from school 3 6 3 3 3

Used marl juana 17 33 19 18 19

S hop 1 I fted 26 68 41 29 38
Stole < $50 value 20 28 32 26 29

Stole > $50 value 7 12 10 8 10
(n) (38) (39) (336) (224) (637)

Sen !ors

Skipped school 38 62 53 36 50
Used al ctho 1 74 97 72 65 73

(n)* (22) (22) (172) ..
(61) (277)

Suspended from school 26 44 26 28 28
Expel led frcm school 1 1 2 7 2

Used mar ijuana 47 54 45 34 44

Shop! 1 fted 34 32 30 20 29
Stole < $50 value 23 29 25 27 25
Stole > $50 value 8 2 7 5 -6

(n)* (56) (64) (338) (126) (584)

NOTE: Percentages shown In the table are wighted.
*Questions on skipping school and drinking of alcohol were asked only of respondents seventeen years
of age or younger.

r
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TABLE 2.1 6

RESPONDENTS REPCRTING SCHOOL PROBLEMS OR
DEL INNENT EERAVICR IN PREVICUS 11.1ELVE MONTHS

BY WCRK EXPERIME

PERCENTME REPCRTING HAVIOR

WOPEN

ProbJem_or - Bath
Del I ngtent School School and Outside tb
Behavior Job Only. Outside Job Job Only Job Iota

Juniors

Skipped school, 50 68 54 32 4 5

Used al ccho I 48 75 78 54 69
(n)* (30) (17) (248) (264) (55 9)

Suspended from school 24 28 11 10 1 1

Expel led fran school - 4 1 1 1

Used marijuana 44 42 - 49 33 43

Shoplifted 32 31 32 17 26

Stole < $50 value 8 18 16 10 1 3

Stole > $50 value - 3 1 1 1

(n) (33) (23) (259) (2 91) (606)

Seniors

Skipped school 38 62 60 38 54

Used alcohol 55 68 77 51 68
(n)* (37) (49) (171) (92) (349)

Suspended frail school 17 15 11 10 12

Expel led from school 3 - 1
1

1

Used marljuana 24 67 54 2 46

Shop! I fted 14 29 25 19 23

Stole < S50 value 6 14 17 9 14

Stole > 550 value 2 2 2 1 2

(n)- (71) (82) (269) 4173-) 45951'

NOTE: Percentages shown In the table are weighted.
*QuestIons on skipping school and drinking of alcohol were asked only of respondents seventeen years
of age or younger.
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but who had no cooperative or work-study credits on their tran-
scripts. For example, 37 percent of the men and 26 percent of
the women who reported having only a school-related job in the
interview showed no such credits on their,transcripts. The
estimates for:men and. women Who held both schOol and outside jobs
but had neither cooperative education nor work-study credita on
their transcripts were 21 and 27 percent.

Many of these apparent discrepancies result from the in-
clusion of jobs obtained through government programs in the
school-related job categories. These represented_28 percent of
--sctootreta-Led jObs that were not included on the high school
transcript. Another explanation is that students did not receive
credit for certain lork experience classes and therefore the
transcript showed no evidence of participation in them. It is
also possible that students overreported the incidence of coop-
eeative/work study jobs. If, for example, a teacher, counselor,
or job placement officer helped a student secure a job, the stu-
.dent may have perceived that job to be school related, even.if
the job was not a part of a formal program and was not monitored
by the school. In such cases, the transcript would not provide
any indication of credit for working in a school-superviSed job.

The issue becomes even less clear when the distribution of
respondents in the outside job only and no job categories is
examined. A number of students (9 to 26 percent when summed
across the transcript classifications) in both of these cate-
gories were found to have cooperative education or work-study
credits on their transcript, but this did not report partici-
pating in such programs in the interview. These were the most
frequent sources of discrepancies between the interview and
transcript data, as well as the most difficult to explain. If
students received credit on their transcripts for holding
school-related jobs, the involvement of the school should have
been -obvious enough to be reported in the interview.

Despite these discrepancies, there was more agreement than
disagreement. Overall the "hit" rate--agreement between tran-
scripts and.interviews as to work experience categories--was 75
percent.* In addition, the major disagreements that were found
should tend to minimize differences between school-related and
nonrelated jobs.** Consequently the differences that were found
to be 'associateA with school-supervision of work experience are

*The calculation of this figure excluded respondents with
incomplete transcripts.

**This judgment is eased on the assumption that transcript
data are more likely to be correct than interview data, and
on the findings of this study that school supervision has some
influence on the nature and outcomes of work experience.
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TABLE 2.17

TRANSCRIPT CLASSIFICATION CF WCRK EXPERIENCE BY
NTERV IEW CLASS IF !CATION

PERCENTACE D IS:TR IBUT ION

Transcript Classification of Work Experience

Interview Of f ice Trade and Other Work- Co-op and School* Outs de* hb* Incomplete
Class! f [cat ion Occupat ions Industry Co-op Study Work-Study Job Job Job Transcript Total (n)

Ver

School Job Only 0 8 1 29 0 37 24 100 (113)

Rath ,School and 2 10 1 24 10 21 33 100 (90)
Outside Job

4s AitsIde Job 0 2 11 0 50 36 100 (663)
,./ ',rly

Nc Job 0 1 0 8 0 - 47 43 100 (521)

Total 0.2 2.9 ,0.4 12.0 0.9 3.9 283 14.2 37.0 100. (1387)

InSorr,e, r

Schovl Job Cniy 8 5 4 31 6 26 21 100 (164)

.-±th Schnol ard '6 2 3 30 7 27 16 100 (98)
Outside Job

Outs I de Job 2 1 0 21 2 - 48 - 27 100, (569)
On I y

No Job 1 0 '0 15 1 44 39 100 (612)

Total 2.9 1.3 0.9 20.2 2.1 4.5 22.8 15.7 29.6 100.0 (1470)

NOTE: Percentages shown In the table are weighted and may not sum to 100 due to rounding. The "other co-op" category inclucs
agriculture, distributive education, health occupations, and horl econcmics.

-*T-ases were Llassif lel In these categories based on.the Interview data only If the transcript showed no cooperative education or work-
study credits.



probably minimwl estimates of the effects of school involve-

ment. If it had been possible to use the transcript data to
categorize jobs more directly, larger apparent effects of school
supervision may have been found.

The transcript classification of work experience by the
patterns of participation is presented in table 2.18. For men,
participation in work-study programs is fairly similar across
the pattern groups, 15 to 18 percent. The exception is found
with the Concentrator pattern where only 9 percent of the men
received credit for work-study courses. However, Concentrators
and Limited Concentrators were much more likely.to have pursued
trade and industry co-op courses thare/men with other vocational
backgrounds.

Among women, participation in work-study programs generally
increased as students were less involved with vocational educa-
tion. As with the male cohort, women who were classified as
Concentrators, and to soma extent Limited Concentrators, were
much more likely to participate in cooperative education courses,
specifically office occupations, than women with less vocational

courses. Approximately one-fifth of the female Concentrators had
taken their co-op courses through the office occupations program.

Summary

The descriptive data presented in this chapter provide
preliminary insight into the characteristics of students with
various types of high school work experience. Differences were
noted between students who held jobs and thoserwho did not and
between students in school-supervised jobs and'those who secured

employment on their own. Briefly, the data show that men were
somewhat more likely to be employed in high school than women and

that white youth were much more likely to hold jobs than minority
students. Low SES students were less likely to hold jobs in high
school, as were students who lived in the South, women who had a

.
child while in high school, and youth who lived in a rural area.

In addition, these data suggest that employment may have some
association with a higher likelihood of completing high school,
but it is also associated with a somewhat lower likelihood of

pursuing postseconda:y education. The cross-tabulations do not
provide any definitive conclusions about the relationship between
high school work experience and academic performance. Work
experience was also associated with more frequent reports of

school problems or delinquent behavior.

A clear majority of students had obtained jobs on their own
rather than through a school or government-sponsored program.
However, several factors were found to be associated with having

held school-related jobs. Women were somewhat more likely than
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TABLE 2.18

TRANSCRIPT CLASSIFICATI04 CF WCRK EXPERIEWE BY
PATTERNS CF PART ICIPATICN

PERCENYAGE D ISTR IBUT ION

Iranscr rpt-c1 assuj mat ion of work txper Fence

pattern
K)ff Ice

Cccupations
Trade and
Industry

Other
Co-op

Work-
Study

Co-op and
Work-Study

School*
Job

Outs ide*
Job

No*
Job Total (n)

Merl

Concentrator 2 Id 1 9 0 19 44 11 100 (81)

Limited 0 12 0 15 2 8 40 23 100 (104)

Concertrafinr

Concentrator/ 1 6 0 17 6 4 50 16 100 (60)
Explorer

Explorer 3 0 0 +. 6 15 17 46 13 a 100 (18)

Ircirtai/ 0 0 1 18 0 5 54 24 100 (240)
Personal

*lo Vocat tonal 17 - 5 54 24 100 (177)

Credits

Total 0.3 4.6 0.6 19.0 1.5 6.2 45.3 22.5 100 (680)

Women

Concentrator 20 2 1 12 4 . 10 31 21 100 (127)

Limited 4 5 2 21 3 6 37 22 100 (188)

Concentrator

Concentrator/ 2 0 0 29 6 12 29 21 100 (112)

Exp I orer

Exp I orer 0 6 0 15 26 13 5 36 100 (15)

Incidental/ 1 0 0 31 1 6 38 23 100 (290)
Personal

No Vocat lona! - - 24 3 36 37 100 (95)
Credits

Total 4.1 1.8 1.3 28.7 3.0 6.4 32.3 22.3 100.0 (827)

NOTE: Percentages shown In the table are weighted and may not sum to 100 due to rounding. The "other co-op" category Includes
agriculture, dis+ributIve education, health occupations, and home economics.

*Cases were classif led In these categories based on the Interview data only If the transcript showed no cooperative education or work-
, study credits.
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wir

men to work only in school-supervised jobs, as were minorities
and students with a concentration in voca,tional education.

The next chapter focuses on the types of jobs students held%
Cross-tabulations are used to examine the relationships between
type ofhigh school work experience and vocational participation
and indices such as occupation, earnings, and hours worked.

,

,

4

,
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CLAPTER 3

JOBS HELD WHILE IN SCHOOL

In this chapter jobs are the unit of analysis. In the
1979 and 1980 interviews for the NLS Youth sample, respondents
were asked.to describe all jobs they held between January 1,
1978, and the 1980 interview. Extensive information was collec-
ted at each interview about the respondent's current oe most,
recent job as-of the-Interview date. For ail other jobs Oniy
basic data were compiled, which included the occupation, in- .

dustry, dates of employment, the usual rate of pay, hours usually
worked per week and per day, and the class of the job (whether
it was a private, government, or self-employment job). FrLm the
three-dlgit census occupation codes &he job's family and content
level can be identified (Scoville 1969). The eighteen job
families specify the duties of the job in a classification that
is more informative than are the major census occupation groups.

The five content levels distinguish the combinations and degree
of skills, complexity, and responsibility involved in the job.
Because the intent of this study is to describe the variety of
jobs that students held in high school, the more restricted range -

of job characteristics that are available for all of the jobs is
used rather than the more detailed characteristics available only
for the current or most recent job.

The analysis in this section consiuers only those jobs that

were reported in the interview (described here as "interview
jobs") and that were held at some time prior to the respondent's
leaving high school (either graduating or dropping out.). Inter-
view jobs include only those jobs that were described in the

questionnaire as ". . . done on a more or less regular basis,"
as distinguished from . work done from time to time, like
occasional lawnmowing or babysitting."** It excludes those jobs

*If there is any systematic seasonal pattern to high school work,
the concentration of the interviews in the spring of the year
could invalidate any generalizations one might attempt from using
only current or post recent jobs. If hours worked per week or
other job characteristics vary seasonakly, some error may still
be present, even though all jcos are ubied and even though respon-
dents are asked to report their usual hours worked.

**Nevertheless, about 9 percent of women's jobs that were iden-
tified here fall in the "household services" occupation, and
nearly all of those are in child care services. These would,
presumably, involve regular or more highly formalized forms of

babysitting.
a
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thdt ould be'classified as purely summer jobs. Summer jobs
were identified as those in such goyernment programs as the
Summer Youth Work Experience 1rogram and the Neighborhood Youth
Corps Summer Pr.gram, or those jobs that began between May and
August and ended between June and September of the same year.

Each of the 6,796 high sctiool jobs reported in the inter-
views is treated as an observation. The tables are compiled to
show the weighted distribution 4pf jobs by the characteristics of
either the jobs themselves (such as occupation or pay) or of the
respondents who held them (such as male or Concentrator). The
weighting scheme employs the regular sample survey weightscon-
structed by the Center for Human Resource Research to reflect
the different probabilities of selection for each respondent.
No adjustments are made for respondents who.reported more than
one high school job between January 1, 1978, and the 1980
interview.* Each 4ligh school job reported by the respondent is
included in the tabulation with that respondent's sample weight.

'For example, if the original sample incldked only two res-
pondents, eadh' weighted equally, with the first respondent re-
porting four jobs and the second reporting only one jqb, the
tabulation would show five jobs. If each job were in a differedt
occupational grou , the table would show that each occupational
group accounted r 2.0 percent of all the jobs. If, instead, the
second respondent ad a sample weight that was six times as large
as that of the fi st respondent, the tabulation would show that
60 percent of all high school jobs were accoudted for by the
occupational group of the second respondent's job, and 10 percent
of the jobs were accounted for by each of the four occupational
groups corresponding to the first respondent's four jobs. Either
distribution would provide a correct description of the types of
jobs respondents held while in high school if the corresponding
sampling distribution of respondents were correct.

Note that it is not correct to interpret these tables'as
sh( 4 either the tine spent by high school students in various
occut,dtions or the proportion of students who work in such an
occupation at some time during e-Neir high school years. It would
not be correct, in the second example, to say that 60 percent of
The time that students spend working is spent in the occupational
group of the second respondent's job. Inferences of that sort
would require an adjustment of the sampling weights to reflect
the number of weeks and the average hours spent each week working

\

*A weightkng scheme that treats respondents as the unit of ob-
servation and that weights each job by a fraction l/n Of the
respondent's sample weight, where n is the number of high school
jobs held bS, that respondent, gives distributions of job
characteristics that are very close to those reported here.
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bn tht. job.* Also, it is not strictly correct to say, repeating
the first example, that 20 percent of students who work while in
high school work in any one of the occupational groups that are
named there.

The examples illustrate that this treatment poses two prob-

lems. First, it counts a job that lasted ten weeks equally with
one that lasted a year. Second, it allows an.individual with
several short jobs to influence 'the distribution more than does
an individual who held a single job over the same time span.**
The descriptions that follow should be interpreted with those
limitations in mind.

School Supervision

A major objective of this study is to distinguish the ef-
fects of school-supervisbd from non-school-supervised work exper-
ience jobs on post-high school labor market outcomes. A finding
that school-supervised jobs have a more positive impact on out-
comes than do nonsupervised jobs might suggest, for example, that
schools should expand their. role in influenting the types of jobs
that students take.

School-supervised jobs that were identified in this study
fall into three groups. The first, cooperative education, is
designed to give school-supervised work experience with local
(usually private) employers as an'integrated part of a course.
The second, work-study, uses work as a current source of income
to aid students in completing their courses of study. The third

encompasses government-sponsored programs that existed during
years 1978-1980, such as the Neighbor)lood Youth Corps in-school
jobs program, conducted with some cooperation between government
agencies and the,school. All other jobs are classified here as
nonsup6rvised.

0

*The difficulty arises because one can focus on either the job

or a measure of working time as the unit of analysis. If working
time is the focus, a relatively few students who work many hours

per week and many weeks a year at their jobs will dominate the
distribOtions. It is felt that the broader focus with jobs as
the unit of analysis gives a."more representative" view of the
jobs that teenagers hold while attending school, and that ap-
proach seems more appropriate for a general description of high

schoc work experience.

**The point made in the footnote on the preceding page suggests
that this second limitation is not a significant source of dis-

tortion. The first limitation poses a more serious problem, as
discussed in the footnote immediately above.
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As shown in table 3.1, women are either more dependent
upon or take greater advantage of school-supervised jobs. About
11 percent of the high school jobs held by men are school super-
vised, compared to almost 16 percent for women. But school-
supervised jobs account for less than one-sixth of all jobs held
by students. Most work experience in high school (as measured
by number of jobs) is obtained without school supervision.

School-supervised jobs are used more often by students
who concentrate in vocational education. But they are not the
exclusive province of vocational concentrators, nor are most of
the jobs held by vocational students school supervised, nor do
most vocational concentrators work in school-supervised jobs.
Among men, .Concentrators are the most likely to hold a school-
supervised job, followed by Limited Cohcentrators and Concentra-
tor/Explorers, with the lowest percentage for students with no
vocational credits. Among women, all three concentrator patterns
hold about the same proportion of school-supervised jobs (around
22 percent), and the proportion of school-supervised jobs for
the Incidental/Personal pattern and for students with no voca-
tional credits is wily about half that for Concentrators.
Although vOcational concentrators hold school-supervised jobs
with relatively greater frequency than other students, because
they are a minority (about 19 percent of men and 30 percent of
women),* they hold only about a fourth (19 percent for men, 30
percent for women) of all the school-supervised jobs. (After
excluding students with incomplete transcripts, men With a con-
centration hold about 35 percent and women about 50 percent,
respectively, of men's and women's supervised jobs.)

Most school-supervised jobs are taken by students who have
had at least some vocational education. After excluding students
with incomplete transcripts, only 16 percent of the remaining
supervised jobs held by men and 6 percent of those held by women
are held by students with no vocational credits.

Despite the relatively greater frequency of vocational con-
centrators among school-supervised jobs, one should recall that
most concentrators do not work in school-supervised jobs. As ,

noted in chapter 2, less than 30 percent of students in any con-
centrator.pattern ever work in a school-supervised job in high
school, and school-supervised jobs provide the only high school
work experience for less than 20 percent of the students in any
concentrator pattern,

.1*

*The three concentrator giAodps include «bout 31 percent of men
and 47 percent of women respondents Who heve complete tran-
scripts. Since about 40 percent of men and 35 percent of women
respondents do not have complete transcripts, however, the
concentrators are a smaller fraction of the total group.
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TABLE 3.1

ALr JOBS AND SOHCOL-SUPERVISED JOBS
BY PATTERN OF PARTICIPATION

Pattern

Number of High School Jobs Percentage of All High chool Job

In the Sample That are Schocsl-SuA5ervised

Men , Women Men Women

Concentrator

Limited
Concentrator

Concentrator/Explorer

Explorer

Incidental/personal

No Vocational Credits

Incomplete Transcript

Total

194 269 18.1 21.6

307 388 16.2 22.4

162 275 12.3 22.4

54 48 12.7 23.8

638 632 9.5 13.1

404 172 7.4 10.7

1924 1329 11.1 12.5

3683 3113 11.2 15.6

NOTL: Percentages are weighted. hool-supervIsed (Schvol jobs) Include work-study, coop education Jobs, and certain kinds of

government-sponsored jobs that are explicitly Identified as in-school Jobs. See text.
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Nature of the Jobs

ohe kinds of tasks.performed by students who work while
in high school are described here by the occupation, industry,
job family, content level, and.job class (type of employer).
Recall that the jobs identified here are those done on a more
or less regular basis and exclude such jobs as occasional lawn
mowing or baby-sitting. Data from the High Scllool and Beyond
survey (Lewin-Epstein 1981) suggest that such occasional jobs
may be held by as many as one-third of working sophomores and
almost one-tenth of working seniors. The information presented
here provides a more detailed look at the other, more or less
regular jobs that students hold. It should be no surprise that,
even excluding occasional odd jobs, the majority of jobs held
by students require relatively little skill, are concentrated
in a few occupational and industrial groups, and reflect
traditional sex-role patterns.

Occupation

Objections have occasionally been raised that it is inappro-
priate to apply the census occupational classification to jobs
held by youth (Lewin-Epstein 1981). The interview instructions
were designed to eliminate odd jobs; nevertheless, staff of the
Center for Human Resource Research could not classify about one-
third* of the reported high school jobs into three-digit occupa-
tional categories. The descriptions that follow are based,upon
those jobs that could be classified. It is likely that these
classifiable jobs slightly overrepresent skilled and semiskilled
jobs, sinbe the unclassifiable jobs 4re ljkely to be mostly
service jobs (and possibly some laborer or clerical jobs that
were hard to describe accurately to interviewers).

Table 3.2 shows that half of the men's jobs (52 percent)
are in the service or laborer groups, altnough each group except
managerial and professional/technical or household service has
at least 5 percent of all jobs. Women's jobs (table 3.3) are
even more highly concentrated (70 percent) in service and
clerical occupations. Men reported a higher proportion of craft
and operative jobs (24 percent) than did womerl (5 percent), and
women were more often in sales or household service jobs (19
percent) than were men (7 percent). The broad outlines of the
distribution of jobs by gender conform to traditional patterns
among older workers. Larger proportions of women than men are
found in clerical, service, and household service occupations,

*This proportion is of weighted jobs and includes those cases
for which tespondents provided no description of the job that
they held.
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TABLE 3.2

CCCUPATION CF Mai SCHCOL JCBS

PERCENTAGE D IS TR !BUT ION

MEN

Patterr Prof/Mgr Sales Clerical 0-aft Cperat lye Laborer Farm Serv Ice HH Sent ice Total (n)

Concentrator

Limited
Concentrator 6

Concentrator/
Explorer 2

Expl orer 10

incidental/
Per n al 5

Vocat lonal
_Crits 3

lnccmplete
Transcr pt 3

5 8 14 16 21 1 2 22 100 (1 39)

9 8 11 14 15 6 30

8 7 5 16 24 9 29

13 10 13 16 16 23

7 9 15 4 31

100 (204)

100 (117)

100 (36)

100 (432)

8 7 8 1-4 2-2-- 2 100

6 9 15 23 7 30 1 100 (1251)

Type of Job

School Job 4 3 11 13 16 19 3 31 100 (4 59)

Outside Job 3 7 6 9 15 22 7 30 1 100 (1988)

Al l 3.4 6.5 6.8 9.3 1 5.1 2 1.8 6.3 3 0.3 0.5 10 0.0 (244 7)

NOTE: Percentages are ma ighted and may not sum to total because of rounding.
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and smaller fraotions of women are found in craft, operative,
and leorer occupations.

Students with a concentration in vocational education show
a somewhat different distribution of jobs than that for other
students. Concentrators are more likely than other men to be
in craft or farm jobs and are less likely to be in service jobs.
For men, thigher levels of concentration are associated with a

higher proportio of jobs in craft occupatione. But only Con-
centrators differ significantly from students who took no voca-
tional course work.

Female Concentrators are more likely than women with no
vobational credits to be in clerical occupations and are less
likely to be in sales occupations. They are also less likely
to be in service occupations. Women with incomplete transcripts
are the most likely group to work in household service
occupations (primarily child care jobs). ,

School-supervised jobs show well-defined differences from
nonsupervised jobs, especially for women. For men, craft occupa-
tions account for a larger share (an(1 laborer, sales, and farm
jobs for a smaller share) of supervised than of nonsupervised
jobs. For women, service and sales occupations are less likely

to be found among supervised than among nonsupervised jobs.

For both men and women clerical jobs are more prevalent among
Supervised jobs. For women the differences are particularly
striking both in clerical and in household service jobs. Less
than 1 percent of women's supervised jobs are in household
.service occupations, compared to over 15 percent of nonsuper-
vised jobs. Over 52 percent of women's supervised jobs are'in
clerical occupations, compared to only 27 percent of nonsuper-
vised jobs.*

These data suggest that both vocational concentrators and
students who work in school-supervised jobs are more likely than
other students to work in those occupational groups with more
prestige, better pay, and better opportunities to learn useful

job skills than for other jobs held by youth. But it is well
known that, even for adults, the broad census occupational groups
do not identify clearly the differences that exist in skills and

job tasks. Scoville (1969) has developed a job classification
that, although somewhat dated now, nevertheless give6 a better

*The relative distribution by pattern of participattton (between
supervised and nonsupervised jobs) of women's jobs other than
household service are qualitatively unchanged even if household
service jobs are excluded from the calculations.
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TABLE 3.3

CCCUPATION CF HIGH SCHOOL JO3S

PERCENTACE D ISTR IBUT ION

WCMEN

Pattern ProfP4gr Sales Clerical Craft Cperative Laborer Farm Serv ice ...VII ServJge Total (n)

Concentrator 1 6 55 3 2 2 28 3 100 (168)

L imited
Concentrator 2 8 41 - 3 3 1 38 4 100 (26 9)

Concentra tor/
Exp I orer 2 9 35 1 9 1 1 38 5 100 (175)

Expl orer - 10 25 1 8 1 1 40 15 100 (31)

Incidentli/
Personal 4 16 30 2 3 2 38 5 100 (365)

No Vocat [oral
Credits 5 13 32 1 4 4 36 7 100 (107)

Inccmplete
Transcr I pt 2 7 22 6 4 1 42 17 100 (830)

Type of Job

School Job 2 5 52 1 4 3 33 1 100 (484)

Outside Job 2 10 27 4 3 1 40 12 100 (1 461)

Al I 2.6 9.2 31.3 .3 4.3 3.0 1.0 38.5 9.7 10 0.0 (1 945)

NOTE: Perceqtages are v,eighted and may not sum to total because of rounding.
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indication of the type of work performed, its level of com-
plexity, and the skills required to perfonn it. Scoville's
approach allows one to use three-digit census occupations to
identify a job as involving one of five levels of skill or
complexity (job content) and aS including tasks that fall pre-
dominantly in one of eighteen categories (job families).

Job Family

For men, a )ut half the high school jobs (52 percent) fall
into two job families, nonspecialized tools and personal ser-
vi-ces (table 3.4). The personal services family includes such
occupations as dining room attendant, fast-food counter worker,
theater usher, elevator operator, housekeeper, and janitOr. The
occupations in the nonspecialized tools family range gran highly
skilled jobs, such as millwright, to highly varied jobs,-such a
sheetmetal worker, to unskilled general work, such as! conSeruc-
tion laborer and height handler. Obviously, most students are
working at jobs at the lower end of the skill range kthin the
job family. The types of jobs found in these two families are
those one usually associates with school-age male workers.

Other families that each account'for more thani5 percent
of men's high school jobs are vehicle operators, sales (not re-
quiring specialized product knowledge), clerical, ahd farm work.
The types of job involved in these families are sel,f-evident.
'Three other job families together account for 10 percent of men's
jobs: specialized tools (e.g., photoengravers, painters of signs
or manufactured articles, shoe repairers, and telephone
lineworkers); specialized machinery and equipment (e.g., drill
press or lathe operatives, solderers, fishers, anditextile opera-
tives); and nonspecialized machinery and equipment' (e.g., earth
drillers, cutting operatives, or punch press operatives). Less
than 5 'percent of the men's jobs are found in all of the eight
other job families: inspection, sales (requiring product know-
ledge), protective service, education, health, welfare (such as
clergy or social workers), administration, and re,search.

Women's jobs are even more heavily concentrated than are
men's' jobs (table 3.5). Nearly three-quarters are in the per-
sonal service ,(42 percent) and the clerical (31 percent)
families. Sales (not requiring product knowledge) and health
account for most of the other jobs held by women. The four tools
and machinery families together account for only 7 percent of
women's jobs, compared to over 40 percent for men.

This distribution of high school jobs by job family corres-
ponds closely to general impressions of the kinds of jobs at
Which teenagers work.
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TABLE 3.4

JCB FAMILY CF HIGH SCHOCL JCBS

PERCENTAGE D ISTR IBUT ION

,

MEN

Pattern NOnspeclal Ized
Tools

Other
Tools and
Machinery*

Vehk III
Operation

Farm Sales
(tb Specialized

Requirements)

Clerical
-

Personal
Serv ices

Other** Total (n)

Concentrator 34 11 10 6 7 16 3 100 (131)

Limited
Concentrator 25 10 10 7 10 9 20 9 100 (186)

Concentrator/
rxplorer 30 10 9 10 8 6 20 5 100 (108)

(A .23--.1 Explorer 5 12 16 7 21 14 100 (36)

Inc I danta I/
Personal 31 8 ,., 11 4 8 7 20 11 100 (397)

No Vocational
Credits

ircomplete

32 8 9 3 9 7 23 9 100 (239)

Transcript 32 H 9 8 6 5 22 7 100 (H74)

Type of Job

ScilDol Job 30 12 10 3 3 12 23 7 100 (444)

Outs I de Job 31 9 10 8 8 5 2 8 100 (1827)

Al I 30.9 9.7 9.7 7.0 7.2 6.0 21.3 8.2 100.0 (2271)

NOTE: Asrcentages are weighted and may not sum to totals because of rounding.
* Ircludes Specialized Tools, Specialized Machinery and Equipnent, tbnspeci al ized Machinery and Equipnent.
**Includes Inspection, Sales (Special ized Knowledge Required), Entertairrnent, Protection, Education, Health, hlal fare, Administration,

a nd Research.
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TABLE 3.5

JC8'FAM1LY CF HIGH SCHCOL JCBS

' PERCENTAGE O IS TR off ION

WCMEN

Pattern Tools ard
Mach I nery*

Sales
(NID Special
Requ I rements)

Clerical Personal
Serv ices

Heal th Other** Total (n)

Concentrator 4 6 53 27 3 7 100 (166)

_imited
Corcentrator 4 8 42 38 4 4 100/ (262)

Ooncertr i -tor/
Expi orer 10 9 35 35 5 6 100 (1 71)

'ZYc. l crer I 1 11 26 52 1 100 (3 0)

frcidental/
Personal 5 17 31 33 5 9 100 (354)

1m Vocational
Credits 5 14 33 32 9 7 1"../0 (1 00)

Incomplete
Transcript 9 7 22 53 4 5 100 (79 9)

%

Type of Job

School Job 6 5 s3 26 6 4 100 (471)

OuJ side Job 7 10 26 45 4 8 1 oo (141 1)

A H 6.8 9.4 31.4 41.7 4.2 6.5 10 0.0 (18 82)

NOTE: Percentages are weighted and may not sum -to totals because of rounding.
*Includes Specialized and tOnspecialized Took and Machinery and Equipment.

**Includes Inspect ion, Veh icle Operat ion, Farm, Sales (Specl al ized Knowledge Required), Entertainaent, Protect ion, Educat ion, Wel fare,
Administration, and Research.
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there are few ai,ferences by pat tern of participa-
tion in vocational education 1,1 the distribution of jobs by job
families. Vocational Concentrators are slightly more likely
than students with no vocational education credits to work in
the tools and machinery families and slightly less likely to work
in persanal service jobs, but those differences are not statis-
tically significant. Concentrators are significantly more likely
to work at jobs that use farming skills.

For women a clearer relationship emerges between patterns
of participation and job fainily. Patterns that reflect greater
concentration in vocational education have a higher proportion of
their students in clerical jobs and a smaller proportion in sales
(no product knowledge) jobs.

Most school-supervised jobs for 11..2.n are not markedly
different in job family from most nonsupervised jobs. The
principal differences are thal :;upervised jobs are relatively
snore li.kely to be in the clerical or nonspecialized machinery and
equipment families and less likely to be in farm or sales (no
product knowledge) occupations. But the differences in personal
service, nonspecialized tools, and vehicle operation families,
which account for most men's jobs, are very small and not statis-
tically significant.

For women a clearer pattern emerges. Compared to jobs stu-
dents obtain on their own, school-supervised jobs are much more
likely (53 percent compared to 26 percent) to involve women in
clerical jobs, somewhat less likely (5 percent compared to 10
percent) to involve them in sales (no product knowledge), and
1-iuch less likely (26 percent compared to 45 percent) to involve

them in personal service jobs.

It would appear that men on their own find jobs that involve
tasks similar to those in school-supervised jobs. Women, in
contrast, obtain much different jobs under school supervision
than they woula obtain on their own.

Job Content

The great majority of high school jobs, as classified in
table 3.6, require little skill and involve little complexity or

responsibility. Over three-fourths of the jobs of both sexes are
at the two lowest L.ontent levels (IV and V). Most of these jobs
involve unskilled clerical, service, or manual labor tasks. This
prepon(lerance of low-skilled jobs is not surprising. What is
perhaps surprising is that as much as one-fifth of the jobs are
at or above the intermediate content level. A substantial pro-
portion of jobs held whi1 4) in high school apparently involves at
least some mental effort for stilOents. For both men and women,
school-supervised jobs are more likely than nonsupervised jobs
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TABLE 3.6

JCB CONTEKT LEVa. CF HIal SCHOOL JCBS

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

Patt,?,-r I or I I I I I

Men

IV V Tot& ( n ) I or I I I I I

Haman

IV V Total (n)

Corcertrator 3 20 12 65 100 (131) 1 48 29 21 100 (166)
..

L Iml teJ
Corcertrator 4 27 19 50 100 (186) 3 2 4 46 27 106 (262)

l'.orcertrator/ 19 16 65 10 0 (108) 25 47 28 100 (171)
ExpinrAr .

ON0 Explorer 10 20 12 58 100 (36) - 22 46 32 100 (30)

Ircldrwtii/
Persoral 4 18 22 57 100 (397) 3 19 5 4 25 100 (354)

'No vocatIor& re

:redlts 2 16 25 5 7 100 (239) 6 21 45 28 100 (100)

Irccerpiete
Tr arscrIpt. 4 18 17 62 100 (1174) 2 1 4 40 44 100 (799)

Type of Job

Schuo I Job 6 22 15 5 7 100 (444) 5 44 34 18 100 (471)

Cuts 1.1e Job 2 18 19 60 100 (1827) 2 16 46 36 100 (1 411 )

Al I 3.2 18.6 18.7 59.4 100.0 (2 271) 2.5 21.2 43.5 32.9 100.0 (18 82)

4,.., 77-

NOTE: Fercertages are weighted and may not sum to totals because of rounding. Level I represents the most highly-skilled jobs,
level V tne least highly-skilled.
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to involve such challenges, that is, to be at or above content
level III. Almost half of the school-supervised jobs for women
but only about one-fourth of those for men are at this level.
This difference in content level by gender occurs because simple
clerical jobs demand a higher minimum academic proficiency than
do the simple manual jobs in which men more frequently work.

Strongly for women and.to a lesser degree for men, school
supervision increases the content level and presumably opportun-
ities for learning on the jOb. Concentration in vocational
courses appears to have some effect, but this is primarily due
to the larger proportions of concentrators in school-supervised
jobs. Vocational concentration alone does not appear to be asso-
ciated with content, but it is associated with working in school-
related jobs that have higher content levels.

Job Class

The r'elationships that are Apparent between job class and
pattern of participation in table 3.7 are very weak. Almost nine
out of ten jobs at which high school students work are provided
by private employers (although some may be paid for by units of
government). Male Concentrators anG Incidental/Personal par-
ticipants are slightly less likely than other patterns to A
employed by government, but differences among the pattern groups
are not statistically significant. Male Concentrators'and Con-
centrator/Explorers include some self-employed students, but the
Incidental/Personal pattern does, alSo. Among women, also,
differences among the vocational patterns are not statistically
significant.

But the job class differs considerably by school super-
vision. Distribution of jobs by job class between supervised
and nonsupervised jobs is nearly identical for men and women.
The large fraction of school-supervised jobs in which government
is the employer suggests that it may be relatively easy for
schools either to employ students directly or to arrange with
other governnental units for employment. It also suggests that,
contingent on the availability of private sector jobs, there may
be considerable scope for exp,inding linkages between schools and
private sector employers.

Industry

More than half of all high school jobs are found in whole-
sale or retail trade. The percentages in that industry are
almost identical fp-r. men (52.3 percent in table 3.8),and women
(52.4 percent in table 3.9). Most of these jobs involve working
as stockpersons, baggers, file clerks, or sales clerks. Profes-
sional services and manufacturing also provide substantial
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TABLE 3.7

JCB CLASS CF H I GH SCHOOL J CBS

PERCENTACE 0 IS IR IBUT ION

Pen

Pattern Pr Ivate Goverment Se I f-Empl oyed Total (n) Pr ivate Goverrognt Se I f-Emp I oyed Total (n)

Concentrator 92 6 2 100 (138) 90 9 1 100 (170)

Litited
-orcertrator 90 8 2 100 (205) 90 9 1 100 (267)

'orcer tr a-tor/

,n
',1-1,-srer re. 7 3 100 (119) 89. 10 1 100 (174)

Iv
Explorer

fro Idertal/

88 11 1 100 (37) 93 7 100 (33)

Persoral 91 6 3 100 (431) 91 8 1 100 (3-75)

No VocJI floral
4:reedits cO 9 100 (266) 93 5 2 100 (106)

Irccro lete
Tr arscripts 89 8 3 100 (1255) 87 10 2 100 (836)

Type of Job

Sclx)ol Jo^ 67 33 100 (460) 68 32 100 (484)

Outs 1.1e job 94 4 3 100 (1991) 94 4 2 100 (1477)

AI I 90.1 7.6 2.3 100 (2451) 89.2 9.2 1.6 100.0 (1961)

NOTE: Percertages are 11 lghted and may not sum to tot& s because of round! ng.



TABLE 3.&

INDUSTRY CF HI Of SCHOOL JC8S

PERCENTAGE D ISTR IBUT ION

MEN

Patterr
"1r I rg

Corstr uc-
t Ion

Manufactur-
I ng

Transport Trade F I nance Ills! nes s
Serv Ice

Personal
Serv Ice

Enterta I nent Prof. .
Serv Ice

Pub lc Total (n)
AdmInl sir a-

I- Ion

Oorcerrfra tor 14 2 12 3 47 1 10 1 1 8 1 100 (137)

L Iml ted
Corcortr a tor 5 5 8 2 59 2 4 3 , 4 5 1 100 (202)

Corcertra to r/
End -r ..- o c) 12: 1 50 1 7 2 1 7 1 ,100 (116)

Explorer 16 10 5 5 49 1 1 5 9 100 (35)

Inc I derta I/
Persoral 5 5 8 3 58 1 3 3 7 6 100 (426)

No Vocatioral
0--edits 4 2 9 z 62 5 3 5 7 100 (266)

Ircomolete
Tr anscr lpt 9 6 13 2 46 2 7 4 3 6 2 100 (1242)

Types of Job ..

Sc Iloo I Job 5 6 12 1 36 2 6 1 3 23 5 100 (455)

Outside Job 8 5 10 2 55 1 5 4 4 4 1 100 (1969)

Al I 7.6 5.3 J 0.7 2.2 52.0 1.4 5.5 3.3 4.3 6.4 100.0 (2424)

NOTE: Percertages are weighted and may nbt sum to totals because of rounding.
*Min I rg jobs are reg I I g lb le In thl s sample.



TABLE 3.9

iliOUSTRY CF H I al SCHOOL JCBS

PERCENTAE D IS TR IBUT ION

voyEN

Patterr Ag/* Cons +r uc- marufactur- Transport Trade Finance Ebsiness Personal Enterta I nent Prof. . Pub I c Total (n)
Mir rg t ior I rg Se rv ice Serv ice Serv ice Administra-

tion

Corcer tra tur 5 9 1 44 ' 13 3 4 2 17 2 100 (167)

L -1
Corcerfr ator 2 4 1 3 4 7 1 15 3 100 (267)

'2orc-rfr ator/
1 7 58 4 2 7 4 13 3 100 (178)

Explorer 6 15 43 11 16 10 100 (31)

Ire I dert a I /
Persoral 2 3 1 62 5 2 8 4 13 1 100 (364).

No voca t !oral
edits 2 3 3 1 59 1 9 4 17 1 100 (102)

Ircomplete
Tr anscript 1 1 49 2 2 21 2 12 3 100 (8181

Types of Job

School Job 1 1 7 2 38 4 2 2 3 31 10 100 (480)

Cut s 1 lo Job 2 1 5 1 5B 4 2 15 2 9 1 100 (1442)
r.

f

A11 1.9 0.8 5.6 0.8 53.9 3.9 2.3 12.8 2.5 13.4 2.4 100.0 (1922)

NOTI: Percentages are we ighted ara may not sum to totals betbuse of round! ng .
TIr I rg jobs are neg I Ig lb le In thls sample. 3



fructions ot all Jot's. As on( might expect, jobs involving
manual labor in manufacturing ire relatively more frequent for
men thdn for women, and jobs in the professional services
Industry, which are primarily in clerical occupations, are more
frequent tor women than for men. The remaining one-third of jobs
are found in different industries for men than for women. Women
are concentrated in the personal services industry (13 percent),
which includes a large number of child care jobs, and dispersed
in small percentages in the other industries Men are divided
in somewhat larger and more equal percentages among the agri-
culture, business and repair service, construction, and
entertainment industries.

Relationships between industry and patterd'of participation
In vocational education were difficult to discern. For example,
aIitozi aen, where differences among patterns exist, Limited Con-
centrators appear to be more like students with no vocational
credits than like Concentrators or Concentrator/Explorers.

Among women, the clearest contrast is between Concentrators
and students with no vocational credits. Concentrators are much
less likely than women with no vocational credits to be in trade
or personal service' jobs and somewhat more likely to be in jobs

in agriculture, manufacturing, and finance.-

School-supervised jobs are somewhat different from non-
supervised jobs in terms of industry. Trade jobs account for
between 36 and 38 percent of all supervised jobs, but they repre-
sent 55 to 58 percent of nonsupervised jobs. Among women, only 2
percent of supervised joos are in the personal services industry
compared to 15 perceat for nonsupervised jobs. Men's and women's
supervised jobs are more likely than nonsupervised jobs to be in
professional services or public administration.

As one would expect, most jobs held by high school students
are in industries with considerable seasonal or cyclical fluctua-
tions and in .which manual or clerical work requiring little in-

, vestment.in human capital is needed. .

hours Worked

The interview information poses a problem for discussing
hours worked and rates of pay. For jobs that began while the
student was in high school but continued after the student left
high school, the hours and rates of pay reported at the date of
Inter:view may not be the same as those that applied before the
student left high school. Including those jobs in the analysis
would render it impossible to draw conclusions about the
principal focus of concern here--the pay and hours worked by

I (1



students while they attend high school:* Of the 6,796 jobs
identi4fied as high schools jobs, 1,A51 continued to be held for
at least two months after the student Idft high school. Those
jobs'have been excluded from the data that 4re reported in this
chapter on hours and rates of pay. Since the jobs that are most
likely to continue to be held after leaving high school are those
that, even while the student attends school, have betterspay and
longer hours, the data on ehe remaining 5,345 jobs probably
provide lower bounds on the estimates of work hours and pay whIle
in high school.**

Questions were asked concerning both hours worked per week /

and,hours w6,rked per aay. For hours worked per week the non-
response rate-was less than 3 percent. But hours per day in-
formation was nut obtained for about one-third of the jobs be'-
cause the question was not asked if the res.pondent either worked
less than twenty hours per week or held the 'job for fewer than
nine weeks. Thus, only the concept of hours worked per week is
considered here.

As tables 3.10 and 3.11 indicate, a rather stibstantial pro-
portion of high school jobs involve significant commitments of
time. One-third of the jobs held by women and nearly half of
those held by men involve more than twenty hours of work in a
normal week. One job in seven involves more than thirty hours
per week. About 10 percent more of men's than of women's jobs
involve more than thirty hours per week. The difference between
men's and women's jobs in mean hours worked is small, about two
and a half hours per week, but it is statistically signi-
ficant.***

School-supervised jobs require slightly more time per week.
On average, women's supervised jobs involve 19.7 hours and

*The characteristics pteviously described (occupation, industry,
class; content, and family) are.much less likely than pay or
hours to change (within the same job) after the employee leaveS
school.

**Valen the 1,451 jobs are included, average hours and pay are.
higher. The proolem is that it is impossible to say from these
data whether the hiyher pay ana longer hours also characterized
these jobs when the students were in high school.

***In the remainaer of this chapter, statistical significance of
differences in means was determined,from t-tests and refers to
the .05 level.
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TABLE 3.10

USUAL HOIRS WCRKED PER WEEK
FCR JOBS HELD WHILE IN HICH SCHOOL

PERCENTAGE D IS TR IBUT ION*

PEN

0

Patter

Coccentrtor

Limi ted
Concentrator

Concentrator/
Explorer

e.rpl orer
+.3

Inciden+al/
Person-al

No Vocat lona I
Credits

J4InC'cmplete
Transcript

Type of .Job

Sehool Jot;

Outside Job

Al I

,..

. 1-10 11-20 21-30 31 or move
.

24 .27 23 25

21 38 25 14

20 30 25 22

24 3 2, 26 14

19. 37 27 16

24 36 .22 17

29 28 21 20

20 32 25 21

26 31 23 18

2 4.9 31.5 . 22.8 1 8.5

Misting Total Pear)
Hours.

Standard
Error

(n)

1 100 23.1 13.6 . (1 45)

2 100 20.6 1 1.5 (23 6)

3 100 23.1 (1 22)

2 .100 20.0 103.77 (43)

, ,
1 100 ' 21.2 11.7 (4951

2 100 20.4 11.0 (292)

3 '100 20.9 1 3.4 (15 72)

i

1 100 22.6 1'1.1 6 (502)

2 100 20.8 12.48 (2403)

2.3 10 0.0
=,

21.1 1 2.5 (2S05) .

L:1

NOTE: Percentages and mans are weighted, and percentages may nat sum to totals becaute of rounding.
Jobs held while In high school exclude jobs that re,spondents continued ID hold after leaving high school.
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TABLE 3.11

USUAL HMIS WCRKED FER WEEK
FCR JOB§ H&C WHILE IN HICH SCHOOL

PERCENTAGE DIS1R !BUT ION

WCPEN

O'N

OD

Pattern 111 0 11-2.0 21-30 31 or more Mi ss I ng Total Mien
Hours

Standard
Error

(n)

tConcentr`a-hor

/Lim.ted
Concentratori

Concentrator/
Explorer

E-xpl orer

/ Incidental/
/ Personal

.

No Vocat ion&
Credits

Incanplete
Tran.xript

Type of Job

18

20

,

31

37

29

28
.

35

24

31

S0.1

r

50

39 .

36

41

37

44

32

36

36

3 6.2

,

,19

25

15

8e

20

15

13

26

15

1'6.8

,

, .
12

12' t,

.16

10

11

,

12

17

12

15

14.4

,

s,

1,

,

4

3

3

3

1

3

2

3

2.6

100

..

100 ,

100

160

100

100

100

, 100

100

163.0

19.5

19.9.,

10.4

17.9

18.5.

17.7

18.3

1'9.7

18.4

18.7

:.

9.6

9.9

-11.0

14.2

.1 1.3

10.2,`

1 2.8 ,

9.9 ,

12.,1

1 1:7,

.

(206)
.

_,4280) .

(212)

. (42)

(486).

(116)

(1088)

(538)

, (1 902)/

(24-40)

School Job

Outside Job

Al I

tr.

NOTE: Percentages and mans are weighted, and percentages may not sum io totals because of rounding.
Jobs held while In high schoOl exclude jobs that respondents continued to hold after leaving high school.
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. -Ionsupervised 18.4 houts. Pot:mon. supervls...(1 bjos a lso inyolve
about two more hours in a norhial week th nan do onsupervised jobs.
Both diff4rences are statistically signii.fiCant. The principal
dikference betweerr the §exei in tible w6rked iit.hat the longest -

jobs (over thirty hotirs). are more likely to 1?1, supervised.jobs
,.

for med and nonsupervised jobs for women.
.

.
4 . .

Vocational Concentrators Ilid Limited Concentrators are more:A
likely among women to Olork more hours per week than stadents who : )

.

have 1itt4 or novvocational training, but the'differenceis'nôt
statistically significant. Moreover, the average may,be mis-
leading. -It is attributable,entirely to the small percentage of
Concentrtors and Limited Concentrators who work ten or fewer ..,

hours per week.. not to any tendency for vocatiohal studedits tp
be more likely to work, more than twenty or more than thirty hours
per week.

. ,

Among men, Concentra.tors and Concentrator/ExplOrers worked
more than thirty hours pe week,relatively mdre often than stu-

,dents with no vocational dudation, and they work an average of
two and a half more hours bf work per week. The difference,is
statistically significant.

r...

Earnings
S.

o

Ho urly rate of pay. Because the jobs that are identified
hereicould haV6, been held between January 1978 and Mai 1980, , an
adIustment or earnings for inflation is heceesary. Most jobs.
identified in the 1979 interview were, held in 1978, and a.similar
time lag applies to jobs identified in the 1980 interview. Thus,,

'
in the,analysis, the.hourly pay for jobs reported in the 1979 .

interview was increased by 7.9 percent; the percehtage im current
.
'.dollars by which adjusted 'hourly earnings in the private nonagri=

cultural sector increased between the two years.* The reporting
period for the jobs studied here spans three levels of the
'federal minimum wage. On January I bf 1978, 1979, and 19801
respectively, the wage,minimum levels for jobs not involvir@,tips

*The increase in average earnings (adjUsted for overtime and
changes in interindustry mix), not itYconsumer prices, is the
appropriate adjustment in this case. The intent is to maintain
comparability between those rates of pay that were in th6 same
relatiVe position in:the wage distribution in each year. -The

average levell of real ho,u'rly earnings fell 3 percent betveen
1978 and 1979. Comparing'real hourly earniings of 1978 and 1979
-jobs confounds two sources of,difference in earnings, the lower.
average real earnings of 1979 and any differences among respon-
dents in their relative position in that shifted distribution
of earnings.
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T
were $'2,65, .$2.90, and $3.10. BeCause the,infl&tion adjustment
just described is not exact,* the bracketg chosen for tabae
3.12 and 3.13 weie set wide enoulgh to encompass id one group all
rates of pay within-about.10 percent of the upper apd lower
bounds of the minimum wage o'ver,the 0eriod. For both sexes" the
clear ,majOr4y of jobs held in high school fall. within thii range
($2.51-$3.501.

. %,
Nonetheless, in a substantial fractidn of jobs workers are

'paid-dt least a statis5ically. significant. 10 percent less than
the federal.minimum, and the fractiori) is considerably arger for
,women,2(33 percent) than for men (19 percent). Becaus-e the OLS
youth survey question explicitly reminds respondents to include
the usual value of lips'andbon ses in.their reported hourly
earftings, the larger fraction of 'mg' witt'l reported earnings

:be1ow.-$2z51 per hour Should not be attributable to,omission of
tip %income for waiting tables or similar jobs. Thedifference
in ek.nings should reflec.t actual differences in the usual paly

. received rather than differendes in.reporting standards.. The
lowen earnings for women are gttributable partly to the'10
percent,of womed's,jobs that are in household service occupa-.
tions, which are not likely to be subject to the federal minimum.
Because of this large fi-action of low-paying jobs,.the average
'earnings of the jobs held by women are benw the 1979 minimum of
$.2.90 pei hour,, both overall andfor most of the categories that
were separately calculated. Whenthouseholci seiryice jobs are ex-
cluded, however, the average hourly earnings for women are higher

4 by $.17 per hour) but they are still a statistically significanec.
$.20 per hotir below the-average for men. The average for men is
about $.25 per hour above the 1979 minimum.'

Among wOmen2 students with no vocational credits have the
highest .hourlimean earnings, and those respondents with incom-
plete transcriepts have the lowest.** When household service jobs

*A "more precise" adjustment reflecting monthly rather than
annual difference's in money wage levels requires adopting speci-
Tic assumptions about whether the reported pay better represents
\labor market conditions when the job was started or when it was
left. One assumption ignores-the Pw,sibility of wage increaseS
over time within a job. The other asSumption overlooks the
povsipility that students are more likely to quit jobs for which
earnings have failed to keep up with'the'market. The absence of
a complete wage history on, each job would seem likely to,intro-
duce more error than accuracS, into any month-by-month inflation
adjustments.

.

.**Recalr that Explorers, though included in the tables for
completeness, are usually not considered Dor comparisons in the
text. '
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4. TABLE 3.12.

X
. USUAL 'HOURLY EARNING6 .CF JOBS HELD vvia IN HIGH SCHOOL

...".
1979 DOLLARS ,

. .

-. .
PERCENIAGE DISTRIBUTION

FEN
-

,
Pattern , S2.56 and S2.51- $3.50 $3.51-S5.50 Over $5.50 143 an Standard (n)

. ...i.
less i ft ,Error

...tti . ,-- . . ,
- . .

4

' Concentrator 24 56 20 1 -S2.90 1.07 (86)
.

'Liml.ted Concentrator 19 65 14 2 3.02 .97 (136) ..

Concentraioi-/ '

--a
Explorer 21 54 0 2: 2 3.11 1.43 (78)

i--
E xp I orer 19 67 X 14 2.99 .64 (23)

Incidental/Personal i 21 54. 23 \,...t 2 3.1i 1.07 . ' (297)
..:.

No Vocational .
Credits 14 66 16 . 4 3.16 1.01 (170)

'Incomplete
Trarscript 18 59 18 3.24 1.48 (910)

,

Type of Job

Sclool Job' 12 68 17 2 . 5.15 1.1.0, (390)

Outs ide Job 20 57 19 4 3.15 1.33 (1310)

M I 18.8 59: 1' 18.6 - 3.5 3.15 ,' 1.28.- (1700)

4

NOTE: Percentages and rreans are weighted, and 'percentages may not sum to 100 because of rounding.
Jobs hel d4IIe .1n, h gh school excl ude jobs that respondents cont I nued to hol d after le av I ng h Igh school .

1
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i TABLE 3.1 3

...

-
USUAL HOUFLY EARN! NC£ CF JOBS HELD WHILE IN Hioff SCHOOL

1979 DOLLARS

o PERCENTAGE D I§TR IBUT ION

WOW N

,

b

'

Patt6rn

'1

'S2,50 and
less

S2.51-$3.50

,

/6
S3.51-S5.50

. .
Ov9r $5.50 Mean StandIrd

-'. Error.-
(n)

Excluding Household tServ Ice

Mean
.

.
Standard

Error
(n)

..

Cprcentrator

'.irnited*'
Concvntra tor

to Concentrator/
Exp 1 orer

Expl orer

Incidental/
Rersonal

No Voca't Iona!
Cred I ts

Incanplei
Transcp ipt

- Type of Job

.

26

27

29

53

25

3/

,41

,
15

..
39

33.4 \

4 I

//

,

63

63

.66

47

60

62

. ...-
48

71

51

55.3

9

9

10

13
4 I-

9

10

9

9:4

.
2

1

2

7

2

3

2

1

,
$2.86

.

s2.76

2.7 9 .

2.3'6

2.96

3.03 .

/
2.64

3.15

2.65..

2.80

. ,
.99

.8R

.84

.77
i

1.26

.

2.02

1.41

- .

1.38

1.22

1.32

0
(116)

(I4)

(1 24)

(25).

(252)

(62)

(599)

(400)

(962Y

(1362)

S2.95

2.85

.
2.88 .

2.40

it
3.09

3.29

24

. 3.15

2.88'

2.97

.93

. FQ

.71

.81

1.19 .

2.03

1.30

1.38

4,00
;,-

1.21

(111)

(174)

(I)15)

(23)
.
(2 38)

(55)

(509)

(397)

(830)

(1227)

School Job

Outside Job

Al I

NOT'E: Percentages and rreans 'are weighted, aGd, percentages may not sum to 100 because of rounding.
Jobs hold svnile In high school excludes Jobs that respondents continued to hold after leaving high school.
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'are excluded, however, 'Limited' Concentrators have°the lowest

mean hourly earnings. Among men, the respondents with inOomplete

'
transcripts }lave the highest average earnings and vocational

Concentrators the'lowest.

These differences.among pattern groups for men are not a
'result of differences.in earnings on school-supervised jobs. The

mean earning for men are identical.for supervised and nonsuper-
viseCi jobs, .$3..15 per hour. .This equality occurs because the
greater frequency of higher-ear'ning nonsupervised jobs is offset
by a-higher frequehcy of lower-earning'jobs. plfe.an hourly earn-

ings of male Concentrators are,lower than for other men because
24 13ercent earn 14s than $2.51 per hour: compared to, about 20

Perdent of the respondents-in most other patterns. Thediffer-
. ence is stati8Lica11y significant for the comparisori between
Concentrators and students with no \k5cational credits.

Wnlike men, women in sbpervised jobs average considerably
more than those in nonsupervised jobs;.the difference is statist-
ically significant, and more than twice as' large.a fraction of
nonsugervised jObs pays less.than $2.51 per hour. The differ=

0 ences are z'educed but remainstatistically signimficani. if.house-
hold Service jobs (alMost all of which arennons6pervised) are

excluded. The mean earning6 are higher for women with no voca-
tional.credits bscausebf the 7,percent of these who earn more
than $5.50 per hour.

. weekly income. The usual weekly income from,a job was .

.calculated-:by multiplying usual hourly earnings by the number
of hourS.usually worke'd in a yeek. _Unless eenagers ay*.g multiple
jobholders, tylese data provide an estimate of weekly-income
during,the 4chool year for those weeks tle student was working.

The %;reekly-e'arningS reported in 'tables 3'.14 and 3.15 are

generally low. 14ost women students who'work earn less than most
men, and the difference in. mean earnings is statistically signi-
ficant. About 34 percent of men's jobs and 46 percent,-of women's
jobs yield.earnings of less than $50 in a usilal- week. The most
common range among those,calculated for theltables ifs .$51.475,
which accounts for 26 percent of- the men's jobs and 28 percent

of women's jobs: For a small but important proportion o.f jobs,

students' neported earnings arepver $100 per week. Th,e.percent-

ageis larger for menjover 22 percen0 than for women (14 per-

oidividual orf.family income.
of jobs, working while-in school provides a significant soutice

en
cant).- But these data suggest that for an important propotion

iy

^

4
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TABLE 3.1 4

USUAL IsEEKLY EARNINGS CF JOBS HELD WHILE IN HIGH SCHOOL
1979 DOLLARS

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION

Petern $25 and
less

$26-$50 551-S75 '476-,S100 S1 01-$:200 Over $200 Mean 4filk Standard
Error

(n)

Concetor 13 20 20 20 25 . 2 $75 45.4 (85)

L imited
Concen tra tor 4 27 31 23 14 1 72 3 3.6 (13 6)

Corcertr.-rtnr/
EXpl orer 10 23 29 11 21 6 83 .62.2 (76)

rxpl orer 25 14 24 14 23 - 65 38.3 (2 3)

incidtntal/ 4:

Perkmal 14 16 29 22 19 1 74 4 5.6
..

(293)

No Vocational
Credits 11 16 32 20 20 1 77 45.9 (169)

.Inccriplete
Transcr ipt 18 19 23 16 21' 3 73 53.6 ( 902)

Type of Job

School Job 7 22 25 22 23 1 7602 43.1 (366)

Outside Job .16 18 . 26 18 20 V 73.45 51.0 (1 296)
)

'1AI I 4.8 1 8.9 2 5.8 1 8.4 2 0.1 24 74.15 49.3 (16 84)

1J i "MOTE: Peréentages and 'mans are weighted, and percentages may not sum to 100 bbcause of rounding.
4Job held while In high school excl de Jobs that respondents continued to .told after leaving high school.
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1 TABLE 3.1 5

USUAL hEEKLY EARNINGS
ON JOBS HELD,WHILE IN HIG-I SCHOOL

197 9 DOLLARS

PERCENTAIZ D IS TR IBUT I ON

WCMEN

Excluding Household
gerv Ices

Pattern $25 ard $26-350 $51-$75 $36-S100 $101-$200 Over $200 Nean Starfdard (n). Mean Standard (n')
less Error Errer

Concentrator 1 2 20 39 16 12 S64 32.2 (115) $66. 31.2 (1 10)

LVIted a .
-4 Conceptrator 14 27 32 14 13 62 3 2.2 (1 81) - 65 31.3 (1 73}Ln

Concentrator/
Expl orer 10 .34 27 '17 *1 2. 60 30.: (1 20) 63 28.4 (111)

Expl orer 24 29 33 1 13 51 35.3 (2 4) 46 3*2.6 .(22), .

inddental/ ..
Personal 14 24 29 - 16 1.5 1 65 39.6 (243) 68 39.0. (231)

No, Vocat lona!
Cred I ts 24 93 31 6 6 - 48 28.7 (61) .53 265 (55)
. 1

;Inccmplete
Transcr I pt 28 25 23 10 14 .54 4 0.8 (5 91)* 64 39.1 (504)

Type of Job

School Job 11 30 30 12 16 1 64.51 36.0 (3 93) 64.86 35,8 (390)

. Outside Job 23 25 - 27 1 2 13 56.26 38.0 (942) 63.92 36.0 (816)

Al I 20.3 3 25.7 27.8 12.4 13.4 .4 58.69 37.6 .(1 335) 64.22 35.9 (1 206)

NOTE: Percentages and means are weighted, and percentages may not sum to 100 because of roundlng.
Jobs held while In high school exclude Jobs that respondents continued to hold after leaVing high school.



Male concentrators ao no show a simple pattern of weekly
earnings.' Differences among pattern groups.in mean earninas
are not statistically significant. But there are some.noee-
worthy differences in the distribution of earnings. Concen-
trator/Explorers tend to report jobs with higher weekly income
more often than other pattern groups. Jobs of Limite"4 Concen-
trators tend to cluster in the middle range bety/een $26 and $100 *
pet week. Concentrators tend more often to have jobs at the
extremes of the distribution, either less'than $50 per week or
over $100 per week. Male Concsintrators apparently tend to take
either of two .kinds of jobs, a kind that allows many hours or
a kind that.is restricted in its hours because it is,a part of
a course program.

Women's earnings show a slightly clearer distribu,kional
pattern. All concentrators report-jobs with higher mean weekly
earnings than respondents with no vocational education or thosd
with incomplete tr'anscripts.* And among concentraOrs, those
with heavier concentration.earn more, although the differences
arg not stat.istically'signi,ficant. The difference in mean earn-
ings is significant, however, for the comparison of Concentra-
tors with studentq who have no vocational credits. 'Other
differences are generally not statistically significant.

Supervised jobs provide weekly earnings that are'higher
both for men and for women than those in nonsupervised jobs, but
the differences are statistically significant only for women and
when household service jobs are kept in the comparison. 'Super-
vised jobs for men are more likely ta provide be4weeti $76 and
$200:per week,- although they are slightly less likely to yield
more than.$-200 per week. :or women, the fraction of nonsuper-
vised jobs is higher than that of supervised jobs only in the
lowest income bracket, $25 or less per week.

Income from high school jobs. The best measure of the
immediate contribution that high school work makes to students'
or their families' financial statues is given by the 'total income
from all high school jobs at which each student works. That
measure canbines in a single figure the impa....t of hourly rate
of pay, hours worked per week, weeks and months worked per year,
and the number of diffeeent jobs at which they work. Because
the data available for this study are limited to two years of
interviews, the total income figures shown in table 3.16 are cal-
culated only for high school seniors who graduated in 1978 or

*But for the latter'group the statement holds true only if
household service jobs are included in the calculations.

IL
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TABLE 3.16

LABCR =ONE CF, HICH SCHOOL GRADUATES AS SENICRS
1978-79 WO 1979-80

1 979 DOLLARS

FERCENTACE D IS TR 18 ur ION.,

. Pattern SO 11-51000

,Men

51001-S2500 Over $2500
J

'.)(
,
Total . (n) O $1-s1000

Worren

s1001-s2500 .bver. $2500 X Total. ( n )

..,

Concentrator 2'4-r 5 8 1.3 . 50 100 (76) /45 3 5 7 40 100 (1 1 8)

Limited
Concentrator

Concentrator/

35 4 9 9 43 100 (98) 35 4. 117 14 36 "100 (1 84)

, Explorer 36 1 3 20 40 100 , (5 8)...--- 35 4 , 9 . 13 39 100 . (11.1)
aa Explorer 32 3 - 25 40 100 (17) 49 3 , 48 100 (15)

4

Inc I dent a I/
Personal

No Vocational

43 3 8 11 35 100 (223) ' 4 8 40 1,00 (26)

Credits 41 3 4 r1 2 40 100 (1 16) 57 7" 34 100 (96)

Incomplete
Transcript 40 " 11 9 '39 100 (363) 41 2 7 13 37 100 (379)

Racial/Ethnic
group

HI span lc 42 3 7 14 34 100 (144) .53 4 10 8 25 .100 (1 61)

- SI ack 56 2 8 4 30 100 (238) 57 4 7 6 26 100 (30 6)

White 37" 3 8 12 40 100 (619) 40 2 7 11 40. 100 (71 2)

Al I 39 3 8 11 39 100 (1001) 43 3 7. 10 37 10 (117 9)

NOTE: Percentages are weightgd and may hot sum to totals because of rounding. X refers io respondents who held high schoolJobs but
a

could not be classified by Income because either: the ternre of the Job was unknown or the Job continued beyond the date -they left high
school.

na
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1979.* The figures.are likely to understate slightly the fre
quency of working.

Table 3.16 suggests that nearly 60 percent of graduating
high school. seniors earnedtincome from "more or less rdgular"
(as opposed to occasional) jobs in the 1978-79,and 1979-8,..school
years.** But there are substantial differenceg by sex and among
racial/ethnic groups. Within the full sample, and among whites
and Hispanics, a lower percentage of ,women than of men ,earn
income from regular jobs. But blacks of either-sex earn income
less frequently than do other respondents. Undoubtedly these
results are related to the severe unemployment problems experi-
enced by black teenagers.

Amcing those respondents who earn income from,high school
jobs during their senior year, the income is rather substantial.
Half of both the men and the women with income earn more than %we.
$2,500 from th94.r )obs. qply about one-seventh earn lessy than
$1;000. For:tne sample as a idhole, the distribution of income
.is quite similar between men and women.

Male Concentrators and female Limited Concentrators and
Concentrator/Explorers earn income from regular jobs as seniors
more frequently -than do students who follow other patterns of
participation. 'But within these patterns, as with the entire
'sample, about half of those who teported income earn more than .

1$2500, and'less than one-sixth earn less than $1000,
I

. .

Table 3.16 shows a percentage of respondents for whom
incomes could not be calculated either because the length cif
time they spent in one of their jobs was unknOwn or because o e
of their j9bs continued beyond the date at Which they left hi
school. As noted in chapter 3,, earnings and hours data for j
that continued beyond high school°1are suspect as, measures 0,4
hours and earnings while.the respondent was still in high edhoo .

ecause of.the large proportion of respondents who fell into this
ategory, a hypothetical allocation was 'made on the assumption

that any high school job for which income.could not be calculated
provided its holder the average yearly ingome for the same type
of job (supervised/nonsupervibed) held, by respondents of the same
sex

,
with the saMe racial or ethnic background. The averages were

calculated ftom 5,345 jobs identified in chapter 3 as jobs 'that
were not held beyond high school. ,

*COmplete work histories for respondent's entire high school
"career" are not available at this stage of the NLS Youth survey.

**These data include income from summer months for jobs held
during the school year but exclude incom from purely summer
jobs.

72
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'When these allocations are made, most respondents listed
in the "X" columns of table 3.16 are Classified as receiving over.
$2,500 from their jobsp6 None.show up in the $1-$1,000 category
because the lowest average income for a job exceeded $1,200. For
boi.h men and women this allocution Shows, first, that about equal
percentage's 0,5 percent of men'and 25 percent of women) of Con-
centrators and students with no vocational education earn between
$1,000 and-$2,500 in their senior year, and, sedond, that all
concentrator pattern groups earn at least $2,500 more frequently
than do students with no vocAional credits (and usually more
frequently than'Incidental/personal participants): .1t also sug-
gests that among higli school seniors about 40 percent of males'

, and 30 tercent of females earn more than $2,500.

These data suggest that the caual image of high school
students working a few hours each wdek for pocket chenge is oat
d

-

Iallf
ated. ,Almost three-ilifths of se ors work, vocational concen- .

trators work more ofien than of students, and at least half
of those Students who work earn enough to make a substantial
contribution to their own or their family's economic situation
,by earning more than $2500 during their senior year.

-

'Summary

An interesting picture emerges of the types of jobs that
high school students hol,d. ,Most jobs (over 80 percent) are held
outside of the auspices of the schools. Students who concentrate
in vocational educati6n are more likely than other students to
hold school supervised jobs._

. The majority of jobs held by students require relatively
little skill or are concentrated in a few occupational and indus-
trial categories. Half of all men'S jobs are in the laborer and'
service occupations, and more than two-thirds of all women's jobs
are in clerical or service occupations. ..Threefoteths of the jobs
are classified at the two lowest content ,levels. But schooi
supervised jobs and jobs held by vocational concentratdrs tend to
be found more often at intermudiate content levels, usually in
Ehe relatively more demthlding clerical jobs for women and in
craft or operative jobs for men.

The predominate patterns of adult employment by sex and
occupation are reflected also in the employment of high school
students. _Women are more likely to be in clerical, sales, or
household service occupa'tions, and men are more likely to_work
at manual or farm occupations (as craftworkers, operatives,'
laborers, or farm workers).



While scllool supervision appears to raise the skill level:,
of jobs held by high school students, it has rather different
effects for men and4.women on .t.he types of work performed. School
supervision places men in jobs that involve the same type of work
that Other high school men find. But women who work under school
supervision work much more frequently in cleeical jo s and much
less frequently in sales oroservice j6bs than do wom who find
jobip on :their own.

The average regular job held by'a high school student in-
volves nearly half of a stanaard work week. Men work slightly
more than wonten in a normal week, and for both sexes school-
supervised jobs involve longer Iorkweeks than nonsupervised.
jobs.

Most regular jobs held by high school student pay an.amount
close to the midimum wage and about one-fourth of the jobg pay
substantially less than that amount. Probably the most striking
result in all of the tabulations in this report concerns the mean
hourly r.ate of pay:, the mean rates of pay for men in school-
sdperviSed and non-sAtool-supervised jobs and for women in
school-supervised jObs are identical, $3.15 per hour. Women in
non-school-supervised jobs earn about .7;27 per hour less than

'that (about $.50 per hour less if household serv.ice jobs are
included). It would appear that school supervision eliminates
.the earnings.diffrence that arises either from sex-role stereo-
typing in occupations or from' mare blatant forms of discrimina-
tion in hiring. And it eliminates that difference without
reducing earnings below the levels that are available in outside
jobs.

Finally, these data suggest that students work to earn more
Aethan small amoints of income. The best estimate available from

fthese data is that nearly 40 percent of graduating men and nearly
30 percent of women earn more then $2,506 from jobs held during
their senior year.

49.
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CHAPTER 4

HIGH 'SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT AND
I,

POST-HIGH CHOOL LABOR MARKET OUTCOMES
A

This chapter onsiders the relationship between high school

work experience and two classes of subsequent outcomes--high
school achievement (as shown by grades and class work) and post-

high school labor market outaromes (as shown by earnings, hours
worked, and unemtiloyment). The NLS Youth sample through the 1980
interview allows an examination of post-high school labor market:
.bxperience for only part of the sample,and for only the first two
years oUt of high school. As explained ip previoustchapters,
absence of.complete work histories prior to January 1978 makes
impossible the identification of non-school-supervised jobs for

earlier periods. Thus, the sample for all ana1yses.in this
chapter was restricted to those respondents who left high schp
between Apri1.1978 and August 1979. The sample was further re-

. stricted to high school.graduates in order to avoid the compli-
/5-cations associated with comparing graduates and dropouts (see

)1ertens, Seitz, and Cox 1982) . Only respondents who were not
enrolled in school at the 1980 interview were considered in eval-
uating labdr market outcomes, so that a relatively full-time
commitment tO the labor force was possible for most of the re-

spondents. Thus, the analysis of post-high school labor market
experience between May 1979 and May 1980 looks at respondents who
were nineteen to twenty-one years of age in May 1980, who gradu-
ated from high'chool between April 1978 and August 1979, and who
were not enrolled in school in May 1980.

Labor Market Outcomes
4

The hourly and weekly earnings and hours worked per week on
t'he respondent's most recent job were analyzed, together with the
fraction of each respondent's labor force-time sperit unemployed
between approximately May 1979 and May 1980.* These outcomes
were examined by applying linear regression analysis separately
over each of four subsamples: white men and women and minority
(black and Hispanic) men and women. This partitilping of the
data and the restriction of the sample to nonenrolled respondents
between nineteen and twenty-one years of age reduced substantial-
ly the fraction of variation in-labor market outcomes that could

be explained by the regressions, because most of the explainable
variation in these outcomes is associated with diferences in
educational attainment, race, and sex.

*The exact period for unemployment is the time between the 1979
and 1980 interviews, and that time varies slightly among
respondents.
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High school.work exiberienc is indicated here by the same
measures as'were used in previouschapters. In the first,
measure, respondents were çlassieck as having' rkedconly at
school-supervised jobs ("school job only".in tab) s 4.1-4.6),
only at non-school-sup'erViseq,jobs ("outside job nly")', at both
types of jobs ("both"), or at ab high school jobstlomitted
category) . In the regiression'analyses the refet*ebce group for
this measure Was those respondents who had not 'held any higli
school job. Respondents were also categorized as hav.ing worled,.
or not having. worked at a school-supervised job ("school job")
and as having worked or not- having worked at any high school job
("any work"). Those measures were used in separate regressions.
Respondents were ciaS)ified in a hourth measurs,having re-

--ceived high school credits in any of several areas of cooperative
education or in a work-study job. In this" sample only a few
respondents received credit in vArt-Nof the cooperative education
areas. Only work-study and co-op-N' and.I (for men) or office.,
(for women) had enough responeents to warrant their identifica-
tion as I,jroups in the analysis. All of these classification
indicato s were Avr.sented b binary variables in the regres-
sion analyses. . 4 0

Three continuous measures of high school work experiencp
also were used in Iwo alternative regr ssion models: the number
Of job-months* of experience in.school supervised high school
jobs ("schAl job experience"), the nu ber of job-months,in
non-sthlool supervised jobs ("outside job experie ce"), and the
sum of those two'variables ("high -school experi e"). These
measures allow one to test, hypotheses regarding t e length of

work e perience and hypotheses that distinguish beimeen uper-
, vised Jnd nonsupervised work experience.

Because the rationale for the basic model,thae"is used has
.been discussed at length elsewhere (see Campbell, Orth, and Seitz
1981 or Gardner, Campbell, and Seitz 1982), it is not repeated
here. Let it suffice to say that .the outcomes are estimated with
d simplified specification. That specification includes only
personal characteristics (spch as socioeconomic origins, region

/of residence, and years of educational attainment), a measure of,
high school academic performance (percentile class rank), and
indicators of high school vocational training or high school work
experience (the patterns of participation in vocational educa-
tion, vocational specialty areas; and the work experience
measures described in the preceding paragraph) .

Hypotheses to Be Tested

The hypotheses that can be tested here are expressed most
easily in terms of the point estimates of the coefficients of the

*A job-month is one month spent at one job.
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regression models. The models hypothesize that the individual's
labor market outcomeS (Yi) are linear.functions of a vector of

, that individual's personal characteristiCs (Ci), a vector of
patterns of participation in high school vocational edupation,
(pi), and an indicator of work experience acquired during high*
school.. The work experience component is identified in the'

. several ways previOusly described. The measures are rpresented
. by the following symbols:

A

(1) N*i = 1 if the respondent has held'only nonschool-
supervised jobs during school;

= 0 otherwise;

S*1 =-.1 if the respondent has held only school
supervised jObs during "aigh school;

= 0 otherwi

B*i = 1 if.the responc4nt has held at Least one super-
vised job and at'least one nonsuperviSed job
during high school;.

= 0 otherwise.

Students with no high school work experience Are the
referdce group.

(2) S#i = 1 if N*i = 1 or S*i = 1;
= 0 otherwise.

Students who never held a school-supervised job
are the reference group.

(3) W*i = 1 if. N*i = 1 or S*1 = 1 or B*i = 1;
= 0 otherwise.

The reference group is the same as for (1).

(4) TIi = 1 if the transcript showed no work-study credits
and the specialty area with the largest number
of cooperative' education credits was trade and
industry;

= 0 otherwise.

WSi = 1 if the t-anscript showe'd work-study credits
but no cooperative education credits;

notherwise.

Zi stands for a vector of dummy variables similar to
TIi for other specialty areas (agriculture,
distributive education, health, home economics, and
a composite category for students with both co-op
education and work-study credits). Estimates are
not shown separately for these because virtually
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a
none of the coefficients is Statistically signifi-
cant and .(except _for women with an office special-
ty) no area had enough respondents with credits to
warrant confidence.in the point estimates%

lqie reference grioup is stUdents wiih no cooperative
education or work-study credits.

A

(5) Tj = Ni + Si.

(6) Ni = job-months of experience in non=school-supervised
jobs during high school:

Si = job-months of.experience in school-supervised
jobs during high school.

For each outcome measure,'six variants of the basic model
were estimated:

(1) Yi = a+bCi+cPi+dO*i+eS*i+f13*i.+ui.

(2) Yi = a+bCi+cPi+e'S#i+ui

(3) Yi = a+bCi+cPi+duw*i+ui

(4) Yi = a+bCi+cPi+etTIi+ewWSi+ezZi+ui

(5) yi = a+bCi+cPi+e"'Ti+ui

(6; Yi = a+hCitcPi+d"Ni+e"Si+ui

Model l'allows supervised and nonsupervised work experience
to have different impacts, but it assuros that,the impacts depend
only on the type of experience and not on its'duration. Model 2
constrains nonsupervised work experience to have no effect.(com-
pared to zero work experiehce) and assumes that the effect of
supervised work experience does not depend on its duration.
Model 3 constrains both types of work experience to have equal
effects and assumes no effect of duration. Model 4 teeats only
cooperative education or work-study ore:tits and assumes that any
effect does not depend on th'e nOmber of such credits. Model 5
constrains the effects of an additional job-month of supervised
or nonsupervised work experience to be the same, but it allows
the total effect to vary linearly with the total of both types of
work experience. Model C allows4supervised and nonsupervised
work experience to have :Afferent impacts and allows the total
effect cl each-type of work experience to vary (linearly) with
its amount.

The hypotheses that might be tested with .these models can
be illustrated with a few examples. The hypothesis that, given
Ci and Pi, having had supervised work experience increases
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hourly earnings on post-high school work is equivalent to the
hypothesis that e is significaatly positive in the hourly earn-
ings 'equation. The hypothesis that having had high school work
experience of any kind increases weekly earninys implies that d'
is significantly positive fdr that outcome. An assertion that

having had supervised work experience increases hours worked more

than nonsupervised work experience implies that e is significant-
ly greater than d for that outcome. The closely related but
distinct hypothesis that an additional month of supervised work
experience increases hours worked more than an additional month

of nonsupervised work experience is'equivalent to hypothesizing

that e" > d". Tables 4,1 to 4,.6 show the estimates of the

coefficients of the work ,experience variables.

Hourly and.Weekly Earninas

Hourly and, weekly ea Aings were estimated in logarithmic
form, and differences are shown as percentages of earnings for
those students who held at least one job at some time between May

197,9 and May 1980. For those who held more than one job in that,

period, the estimates are derived from the most recent job. The

differentials can be expressed in dollars by noting the mean ear-

nings shown in the table. The estimates suggest that having had

high school work experience of various kinds is 'associated (but

not significantly) with lower hourly (table 4.1) and weekly
('table 4.2) earnings for white males. An additional month of

total or nonsupervised work experience is significantly associ-
ated with lower earnings of about 3 percent. For a student who
worked twenty hours per week for the full school year, that dif-

ference is approximately $80. An additional month of supervised

work experience is associated with higher earnings, but the
estimates are not precise el-lough for one to conclude that they

are significantly different from zero.

For minority males, having had work experience i nonsuper-

vised jobs is associated (significantly) with higher hourly earn-

ings and (not significantly) with higher weekly earrings. Pre-

vious participation in only school-supervised jobs is aszociated

with higher hourly earnings, but the estimates are imprecise.
Students who have held both types of jobs have substantially
lower post-high school earnings than students who hame not worked

while in high school. Additional months of experience in either
type of high schoOl, job are not significantly associated with
differences in earnings, though the estimates suggest that
additional months of non-school-supervised jobs are associated
with higher earnings and additional months of school-Supervised
experience are associated with lower earnings.

For white females'the'acquisition of any kind of work
experience is associated with higher hourly or weekly earnings
(sometimes significantly) of between about 3 and 25 percent. But

those women who worked the most while in high school experience
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TABLE 4.1

ESTIMATED PERCENTACT. DIFFERENCES IN HCURLY EARNINGS
ON PCST-H I CI-I SCHOOL JOBS

BY S1UDENTS' WCRK E>FERIENCE
(RESPONCENTS NOT ENROLLED IN PC6TSECONDARY EDUCATION)

Alternative Meas LT-es
of Experience
In High School INhite Men Minority Men Vhite Woffen Minority Wonen

i. School Job Only (0)

Both (f)

Outskie Job Only (d)
...)

2. School Job (e')

-6

-15

-9

-3

4
+1

-21**

+13**

-17**

+8

+17*

+13

+2

-5

+11

+.8

-4

3. -Any Work (d') -9 +6 +13** +5

4. 1.ihether Co-op Ed. - -4 +4
T and I 0-edits (et)

Whether Work7Study -9 -5 +9 -1
Cred I ts (ed)

5. An Additional 10
Job-Months of:

High School _3** -1 -1** +3 .

Experience (10 x e" ')

6. An Additional 10
Job-Months of:

High School +3 -1 +7
Experience (10 x a")

School Job -8 -1**^ -1
Experience (10 x e")

Mean Hourly Earnings S4.32 $4.04 $3.34 S3.44

(n) (319) (194) (340) (182)

NOTE: *Significantly different fran zero at the .10 level.
**SIgnif icantl y different fran zero at the .05 level.
--Less than .5 percent.

Each numbered set of-categories was estimated In a separate equation that
controlled for SES, years of educational attainment, region of residence,
h Igh school c lass rank, patterns of part ic I pat ion In secondary vocat lona I
education, and vocational specialty (if any) In high school.
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TABLE 4.2

ESTIMATED FERCENTACE DIFFERENCES IN WEEKLY EARNINGS
4 ON. POST-HI G-I SCHOOL JCBS

'"%x14.,.),,c BY STUDENTS' WCRK EXPERIENCE
(REPONDE(TS NOT ENROLLED IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION)

(
-A)terpat lye Maas tres

-4+ of Experience
4; in.1-tigh School

4 4,
PIP4 ;
I. f

s. ,

School Jab Only (e)

Both (f)

Outside Job Only (d)

..51;
SchOol Job (e')

..cr". 1. 71
,...

3. ny Work (dP)

.1,
T and I Credits (et)
Whether Co-op Ed. -

Whether Rork-Study
Credits (ew)

5. An Additional 10
Job-Months of:

High School'
Experience (10 x

6., An Additional 10
Job4bnths of:

y

Outs ide Job
Experience (10 x d")1

1 r

School Job
Experience (10 x

.

Mean Weekly Earnings /
(n) .

-12

,
-3 +5 +17* -2

+7

-4 -2 +22 +4

White Men Minority Men White Worren t4inorjty Women

-3*k -1 +2** +4

-4** +1 +2 +7
.

-5 +2** +1

.

S168 $151 $109 S113

(319) (193) (339) (182)
..""

+10 +3

-26 +25

+12 +20

-15 -3

-6

-1

-4

NOTE: *Significantly different frcm zero at the .10 level.
**Slynificantly different from zero at the .05 level.

'--Less than .5 percent.
Each nurrbeeed set of categories was estimated In a sep9rate equation that
.contrOl led for SES, years of education& attaiment, region of residence,
h igh school c lass rank, patterns of part ici pat ion in secondary vocat tonal
education, and vocational specialty (If any) in high school.
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marginally lower hourly earnings in post-high school.jobs. And
experience in non-school-supervised jobs is associated with even
higher earnings than is experience in school-supervised jobs (a
13 percent differential compared to an 8 percent differcmtial).
For minority women, the point estimates in all of the specifica-
,tions lack precision, although there is some tendency for higher
hourly earnings among those who worked at nonsupervised jobs.
Unlike men, the largest positive differentials occur for women
who hold both school-supervised and non-school-supervised jobs.

These results suggest that either high school work experi-
ence has very different subsequent short-term effects on earnings
for white males than for other students or.a rather different
process operates for white males to determine who among them
works while in high school. White males with any previous high
school work experience tend to earn less than other white males
on.jbbs held immediately after high schopl. Among minority males
and white feMales, high school wolk experience is associated with
higher earnings, but any advantage seems to arise more often from
nonsupervised than from supervised work experience. These data
do not provide strong support,for the hypothesis that school-
supervised work experience improves short-term post-high school
earnings amongostudents who do hot'go on to higher education.

Unemployment

The measure of unemployment used in table 4.3 is the time
spent unemployed expressed as a fraction of the time spent in the
labor force during the year precedirg the 1980 interview (usually
May 1979 to May 1980). This measure adjusts for differences in
labor force participation rates among respondents.*

The estimates here offer strong evidence both that respond-
ents who acquire some high school work experience spend relative-
ly less time unemployed in the first year or two after leaving
high school and that, the greater the amount of work experience
accumulated, the lower is the fraction of time.spent unemployed.
Theacquisition of work experience reduces time unemployed'for
white men by between 7 and 12 percentage points. The estimated
differentials are as large for white females and even larger for
minority students. The relatively greater favorable impact of
nonsupervised than of supervised work experience emerges in this
analysis, as it did for earnings for minorityLMales and white
females. Nonsupervised work experience seems to be more powerful

*Because the measure is constrained to lie between 0 and 1 and
because there are likely to be clusters of observations at the
extreMes, a Tobit approach to estimation is more appropriate here
than is the ordinary least squares approach. Time constraints of
the contract prevented using that approach.
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TABLE 4.3

IFFEREINCES IN FRACTI(5N CF LAB(X FCRCE TIME UNETIPLOYED
IN THE FIRST TWO YEARS FOLLOWING Mr G-I SCHOOL

BY SlUDENTS' WCRK DPERIDCE
(RESPONCENTS NOT ENROLLED AN POSTSECONDAkY EDUCATION)

PERCENTACE POINTS

Mternat I ve Kaastres
of Experience
In High SchDol White Men Minority Men White Woman Minority Women,

1. SchDol Job Only (e) -7.2* -10.7

Both (f) -11.8** -16.9*

Outside Job Only (d) -11.0** -15.6**

2., School Job (e' ) -.9 -5.1

3. Any lOork (d') -10.7** -14,.8**

4. Whether Co-op Ed. - -3.0 -15.6
T and I Credits (et)

Whether Work-Study 3.3 -3.3
Cred 1 (ew)

5. An Additional 10
Job-Months af:

High School
Experience no x e" ')

6. An Additional 10
Job-Months of:

Outsid" Job -1.8** -5.7**
Experience (10 x d")

School Job -3.4* -3.3
Experience (10 x

Mean Fraction of 9.3 19.1
Unemployed Labor
Time in Sample

-1 ID.*4

-7.1

-2.7

-2.3** -7.6**

*-3.2

10.1

(n) (367) (190) (456) (239)

NOTE: *Sign! f !cant! y dif ferent frin zero at the .10 level.
**Significantly different frcm zero at the .05 level,

Each nurtered set of -categories was estimated in a separate equation that
control led for SES, years of educational attainnent, region of residence,
high schDol class rank, patterns of participation In secondary vocational
education, and vocation& specialty (if any) in high school.
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than supervised work experience in reducing unemployment. One
should note, however, that the differentials in time unemployed.
associated with supervised and nonsupervised work experience are
not significantly different from each other. These results sug-
gest that the earnings.differentials for supervised anq non-
supervised jobs may well be the result of the self-selection
process that determines who works while in high school rather
than of changes produced the experience itself..

Hours Worked Per Week

t The relative magnitude and direction of differences among
respondents in hours worked per week on the most recent job are
reported in table 4.4. Longer workweeks and statistically signi-
ficant differences in workweeks were found for white men but were
not found co sastently for the.other subgroups. School-super-
vised Nirork ex erience is associated with anywhere from tl7o to
five mo e hou s per week. Nonsuperv_ised work experience is
associat d wi h shorter hours per week for minority respondents.
And the reater the nonsupervised work experience, the lower are
the hours worked per week by minority respondent's.

Summary

These estimates suggest that among those people who do not
continue their education immediately after high school, work
experience_.acquired while in high school is associated with
outcomes that differ by race and sex of respondent. Work experi-
ence does not seem to raise (and may actually lower) immediate
posthigh school earnings for white males. In contast, the acqui-
sition of work experience is associated with higher earnings for
females and for minority males. But school supervision does not
seem to be_responsible for any earnings gains from wOrk experi-
ence acquired while.in high school. For minority males and
females, the higher earnings are associated only with non-school-
supervised work experience. ,Even for white females, non-school-
supervised work experience is associated with a larger advantage
than for school-supervised work experience.

Work experience acquired while in high school does, however,
have a strong aSsociatiOn with substantially lower rates of labor
force time spent unemployed. Although a causal relationship
cannot be established with these data, both the acquisition of

.experience and longer periods of experience are associated with
less time spent unemployed. Unlike the earnings data, these
associations hold true for both school-supervised and non-school-
supervised work experience. As with the earnings data, however,
non-school-superVisdd experience i3 associated with even larger
improvements than in school-supervised experience.
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TABLE 4.4

DIFFERENCES IN KARS PER WEEK
ON POSTrH ICH SCHOOL JOBS

BY STUCENTS1 WCRK EXPERIENCE
(RESPONDENTS NOT ENROLLED IN POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION)

Alternative Meastres
of Experience
In High School 1Yhite Men Minority Men INtlite Women Minority Women

1. School Job Cn ly (e) :+3.4 .+4.8*
..

.2 +.2

Both (f) +2.6 -2.0 +1.0 -3.1

Outside Job Cn ly (d) .4.3.0* -1.4 +1.2 -1.7

2. School Job (e') .+.8 +2..3 -.6 -.2

3. Any Work (d') +3.0** -.4 .9 -1.4
,

4. whether 6o-op Ed. - -.6 +3.1
T and I Credits (et),

Whether Work-Study +.7 -.1 . +2.5 +1.8
Cred I ts (ew)

5. An Additional 10
Job-Months of :

High School +.1 +.7 +. 4-
Experience '.4.Cx e'") .41

6. An Addition& 10
Jot-Nionths of

Outs ide Job -.4 +.4 -.5
Experience (10 x d")

School Job +3.1* -.1
Experience (10 X e")

(n) (335) (211) (378) (206)

NOTE: *SlgifIcantIy di f ferent from zero at the .10 I eve! .
**Sign if icantly different fran zero at the .05 level.
--Less than .5 hours.

Each numbered set of categories was estimated In a separate equation .that
controlled for SES, wars of education& attainment, region of residence,
tkIgh school class rank, patterns of participation In seccindary vocation&
education, and vocation& specialty (If any) In high school.



High School Achievement

The analysis of high school achievement (grade average and
rank in class) was made for a different sample than was used for
the labor market outcomes. As with labor market outcomes, only
respondents who left high school* (graduated or dropped out)
between April 1973 and August 1979 were included. Unlike the
labor market analysis, no,restrictions were placed on their
enrollment in.postsecondary institutions as of the.1980
interview. However, because the grade and rank measures were
drawn from their transcripts, only respondents with transcripts
were in&luded. Transcripts were available in'sufficient detail
to compute grades and class,rank for about ttho-thirds of the
respondents who left high school within the specified time
period.

The regression models employeein this section differed
,slightly from those for labor market effects. First, the sample
was partitioned by sex but not by race, and dummy.variables were
used to,allow separate intercepts for whites, blacks, and
Hispanics. Second,- the vector of personal charasteristics, G,
included only tA socioeconomic status scale and-an indicator, of
mhether the respondent had a child before leaving high,school.
The simple cross-tabulations,reported in chapter 2 suggested that
these were the personal characteristics across which grades and
class rank-varied substantially.

Because grade and rank are truncated variables, a Tobit
approach would normally be preferred to ordinary least squares
regression. But few cases Clustered ate,the,limits, and the
likely gain in aCcuracy from the Tobit approach seemed small.**

Grade Average

For men the estimated effects of wOrkinq are negligible
(table 4.5). None of the estimated coefficiAts is statistically
significant or would be practically significant even if the pre-
cision of the estimates were greatly improved. The grade measure
is systematically positively relatdd to the student's socio-
economic status, grades are significantly lower for bfacks than
for whites, and students who have children before they'leave high
school have significantly lower grades than students who do not
have children. Those relationships for variables other than work

*Any nongraduates who left in this period but later returned
before the 1980 interview are ekOluded.

**Time constraints also prevented the authors from treating in an
'llappropriate manner the sample-censoring problems that arose
because grade and rank were available only for respondents with
transcripts (see Heckman 1976).

4
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TABLE 4.5

DIFFERENCES IN HIGH SCROOL GRACE AVERAGE
BY STUDENTS' WCRK EXPERIE.LCE

FOUR-FOINT SCALE

Categories_of
Work Experience
in High School Men Wcmen

1. School Job ally (e) 0.05

Both (f) - -0.00 -.12

Outside )ob OnlY (f) 0.02 -.03

2. Schosi Job 0.01

3. Any,Work (dt)

4. Whether Co-op Ed. - T & I

. Credits (et)

Whether Work-Study Credits
(ew)

5. An Additional 10
Job-Months of:

High School Experience
(10 x ern)

6. in AdditiOnal 10
Job-Months of:

Outside Job Experience
(10 x d")

School Job Experience
(10 x e")

(n)

0.02 -.06

Not Estimated

0.01

0.01

0.00

(725)

-.01

-.03

, -.01

(889)

NOTE: *Sign if icantl y different fran zero a-IY the .10 level .
**Significantly different from zero at the .05 level.
--Less than .5 hours.

Each numbered set of categories was estimated in a separate equation that
controlled for SES, patterns of participation In secondary vocational
education, and vocational specialty (If any) in high sctool.
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exp rience hold also for the women's data, with estimated coeffi-
cie ts that are quite similar to,those for men% Thus, the lack
of relationship between men's grade average and high school work
experience cannot be explained as the result of the outcome
measure hdving no systematic pattern of variation. Rather, the
estimates suggest that, for mon,,there is little or no connection
between work experience in high school and grade average.

For womene however; a clearer pattern emerges. Having had
work experience is associated with lower grades. The difference
in grade average is small, about,.1 on a four-point scale, but it
is statistically significant where school-supervised jobs are
involved. These data do not:establish that working lowers &ades
or even that working at school-supervised jobs lowers grades:
grades before and after the acquisition of work experience are
not available. In fact, it is likely that schools select those
students who have low grades to be candidates for sChool-super-
vised jobs. But the results do show that a significant relation-

' ship for women remains_after controlling for race, socioeconomic
status, and the presence of a child;

Percentile Class Rank

Percentile class rank is usually a better comparative meal.-
0 .

ure of academic achievement than is grade average. Although rank
is usually based on grade average, rank is usually a better basis
for comparing students who come from different schools.

The estimates for percentile class r'ank show more systematic
variation than those f(4- grade point avervage. As with grade
point average data, none of the estimated differences attribqt-
able to work experience patterns are significant for men, and
statistically significant differences emerge for women where
school-supervised jobs are involved (table 4.6). 'Also as with
the grade average data, women who work at school-supervised jobs
score lower on the outcome measure.

In contrast with the grade average data, however, the point
estimates of differences in class rank for men are of the same
order of magnitude as those for women. The class rank outcome
also differs from the grade average measure in that, for women,
the amount of work experience shows a statistically significant
relationship to class rank. Mbreover, longer work experience in
non-school-supervised jobs is associated with higher class rank
for women. In practical terms, the magnitude of the association
is small: an additional ten months of work experience is
associated with a difference of less than two percedtiles.
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TABLE 4.6

D IFFERENCES IN mai SCHOOL RANK IN CLASS
BY STUDENTS' WCRK EXPERIENCE

PERCENT/LES

Categor:les of
Work Experience
In High School 143n Waren

1. School Job Only (e)

'Bath (f)

Outside Job Only (d)

4.50 ,

-.63

3.10

3.64

4.46

1.36

2. School Job (.36) .59 4.72*

3. Any Work (d') 2.97 .30

4. Whether Coop 5d . - T &
Credits (et)

Not Estimated
Whether Work-Study Credits

(ew)

5. An Additional 10
Job-Months of:

High School Experience .52 1.62**
(10 x e",)

(41
. 6. An Additional 10

Job-Nbnths of:

Outside Job Experience .62 1.64*
(10 x d")

School Job Experience -1.11 1.48
(10 x el')

(n) (659) (840)

NOTE: *Significantly different fran zero at the .10 level.
**S Ign I f icantl y di f ferent fran zero at the .05 level .
--Less than .5 hours.

Each nunhered set of categories was estirrated in a separate equation that
controlled for SES, 'patterns of participation In secondary vocational
education, and vocational specialty (if any) in high school.
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Summary

These data do not show that working while in high school has
an important effect qp grade average or rank in class. But they
do diaggest, at the very least, that students who work while in
high school are soMewhat different from those kaho do not work.
For women, there is also a difference between tifose who work at
school-supervised jobs and those who work at nonsupervised jobs.

..
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CHAPiER 5

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

The evidence presented in this report suggests that working
while in, high school influences a number of educational and laor
market outcomes. It also indicates that school-related jobs dif-
fer on several dimensions from jObs stud,ents obtain on their own.
As in so many studies oi this type, whether these effects are
judged to be,beneficial or detrimental to young people depends on
value judgmerits.

The basic judgment in this case involves 'how young people
sixteen and seventeen years of age should best spend their,time.
Few would argue that at this age education objectives shoUld be
paramount. The disagreement arises over the objectives to be
stressed and whether they can be better achieved in a .11assroom
or in a work setting. Adliocates of experiential education claim
that community involvement brings increased relevance to
educational activities and eases the transition from school to
work, from the role of adolescent student to that of adult
worker. Those who are skeptical of this appr,oach question
whether work experience actually has these effects. They stress
the importance of communication and computational skillsein all
adult activities, and think the time students spend in school
should assure mastery of these. , The evidence from this study
provides some support for both sides of this argument%

Effects of Work Experience
?

The results of.this study are based on a selected subsample
of the participants in the new NLS Youth cohort. It is limited
to 2857 young people who left school between April 1978 and
August 1979. This is the subsample for which the most precise
information on working while in high school is available. Even
within this group, however, there is substantial disagreement
between the participants' reports of employment in school-related
jobs and information .from their high schdol transcripts or.
credits received for cooperative education or work-study pro-
grams. Because of the limited number Of respondents who received
such credits, most analyses are based on information provided by
the'participants.

The information from this subsample indicates that about
two out of every three high school students hold regular part-
time jobs. Relatively few of these jobs (11 percent for males,
16 percent for females) are supervised by the schools. Young men
are a little more likely to work than women, and i:Nrhites re much
more likelyto work than blacksjabout 20 percentage points) and
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Hispanics (11 percentage pOints). Students who take More vo-
cational courses are alsb.more likely to work and to do so in
sehool-superyised jobs. This is especially true of young -women
who concentrate in business and office courses and young men who .
concentrate in trade and induistry coui-ses. On the-average;
students who hold jobs work about twenty hours per week in jobs
that pay $67 per week.* The jobs held by men are about two to
three hours longer and pay $15 more per week than those held by
females.

Educational tffects

What influence does holding a job have on the high school
grades received by this sample? Two measures of ,grades were
analyzedgrade point average (GPA) and class rank converted to'
a percentile score--and these both yielded mixed results. Some
groupings based on yender and work experience are associated with
higher grades and some with lower. .0Regression anaiysis of the
grade measures also yielded conflirting results. When sUch
factors as'sex, race, family SES, and patterns of participation
in vocational courses are held cons.ant, work experience does
not appear to influence the grades received by men. For women
significant relationships were found but they differed for,the.
two grade measdres: work experiente has a significant negative
relationship with GPA, but a significant positive relationship
with class rank. Of the two measures class rank is probably the
better measure of relative performance since it is less sensitive
to grading practices across_schools and to skewness in the dis-
tribution of grades. These findings suggest that work experi-
ence has either no effect or a_slightly positive effect on
grades.

A comparison of school completion rates across the work
experience groups suggested that holding a job is associated
with high school graduation. Further examination, however,
indicates that this apparent association is due to the way the
work experience groups were defined. Most work experience is
acquired in the junior and senior yea'rs, and most school with-
drawal also occurs during these years. Consequently many drop-
outs were categorized as having Wad no jobs during high school
because they had withdrawn from school. The interaction of
school withdrawal and the ways work experience was defined pre-
vents the drawing of any conclusion regarding the-association
between work experience and school completion.

A

* Adjusted to a 1979 base.
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Holding a job while in school does have a consistent associ-
ation with reports4of school problems or delinquent behavior.
This was found for both :;uniors and seniors, males and females.
The work experience group that reported the highest incidence of
problems and deliquent behavior consisted of those students who
held both school-related jobs and jobs they had obtained them-
selves. There is no apparent explanation for why this group
should have been so much More prone to engage in such acts.

Labor Market Effects

In one sense, any earnings that students receive from jobs
held'while in school represent a benefit that their nonworking
counterparts do npt receive. Usually) however, estithates of
labor market outcomes are limited to.the post-high school period
and are-further limited to individuals who are employed or
actively seeking employment. The present analysis followed the
usual procedure and also eliminated individuals who were enrolled
in school at the time of the intervigw. When these restrictions,
plus Controls for sex, race, SES, and patterns of participation
in vocational courses were applied, wqk experience was found to
have few significant e.qects oni.h.OuT*-or-weeklS, earnings. In

fact, the s,ignificalt cdefficier wefe negative, indicating that
work experience is associated with lowex .eatnings. Work
experienge,,Awever, was fodild ti-glave,a significant positive
effett oft 60ployment duritig. Wle2114-stfone,or two years after high
.school. - )

/;..);

Doe ss uempl3yjnt (0,..eAsIhork experience in high
school. as'eS -Lhe ':ran:S'aloil from tscio1 to work? Or does the

- -

failure tb,find 3
td!ioUnced egE.4.4ts differences mean that

worl, experiencd has marginal effectibn, subsequent employment?
However inter0i-eted, i,t i6 cleAf'tKat the effects of work experi-
ence.acomplexe: 'Mork experience appears to have little effect
on higool grades but may increase exposure to potentially
troublveale'beAdvior, such as cutting Class or shoplifting. It

,also s ems likely that work experience may reduce unemployment
but has little effect on hourly or weekly earnings.

Effects Of School Supervision

To this point the discussion has focused on the effects of
:work experience alone. One of ttie major objectives of the

,
present study was to determine whether Work experience in jobs
that students obtain under school supervision differs in any
systematic ways from experience in jobs students obtain on th
own. The answer is that it does. School-related jobs are much
more likely to be with a government agency, a little more likely



to involve_ higher skill levelL, and for women, much more likely
to be clerical, less likely to be personal service, and to pay

-more.

In general, school supervision seems to act as an
equalizing factor tending to overcome the diffeience usually
aSsociated with sex and minority status. For examples, blacks
and Hispanics in general are employed less While in high school
than whites. They are, however, more represented in school-
supervised jobs than whites. The same is true of individuals
classified in low dnd middle SES categories compared to high SES
individuals. These differences are explained in part by the
grouping of govermnent jobs for the disadvantaged in the school-
supervised categorl,'. About one-fourth of all school-supervised
jobs are of this type.

The equal pay for males and females in supervised jobs is
another example of the school tending to overcome traditional ,
labor market differences. Studies of recent high school
graduates almost always find that males earn more than females,'
and in this study there is such a difference between jobs
students obtained on their own, In schOol-supervised jobs,
however, the hourly pay males and females received is identical.

School-supervised jobs thus are different in.several ways
from jobs students obtained on their own. These differences
were found for a category that included work-study, cooperative
education, and government-sponsored jobs for disadvantaged
individuals. A cooperative education placement, if properly
done, should be quite different from a work-study_or government-
sponsored job. The cooperative job should be tied directly to
skills studiedj_n school. It should be at a higher skill level
and facilitate-on-the-job training. Evidence from the tran-
scripts suggests that the cooperative credits were earnedby
students who had a more concentrated pattern of participation
in vocational courses.

In the interview data, on which most:of the analyses were
'based, it was not possible to separate work-study from cooper-
ative -education jobs. Consequently, the differences that were
found probably represent a mixture of the effects of school
supervision. If it had been possible to separate cooperative
education from work-study, it is likely tbat the equity effects
would have been more pronounced for work-study jobs, and the
training effects more pronounced for cooperative jobs.
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Policy Impli-cationi

If.the preceding conclusions are accepted, what are the
implications for government policy regarding work experience?
Any consideratioin of policy shoun reflect the fact that.
work experience'fakes place without any school or other type of
government involvement. A majority of high school students find
jobs on their own. Whatever benefits they realize or costs they
incur are primarily in the private sector and are relatively
inaccessible to intervention through public policy.

The present study suggests, for example, that holding a job
while in high school increases'the chances that a student will
commit a delinquent act. A desirable policy objective may be to
alter the job setting to reduce exposure to opportunities for
delinquent acts. But how could this be brought about? The
obvious regulations, such as prohibiting minors frOm serving
alcoholic beverages, already-exist, as does legislation on shop-
lifting, theft, and the use of marijuana. All of these are
already illegal, yet many young people report they engage in such
behavior. Further attempts to limit opporamiUes for such
behavior in jobs that young people acquire on their,own are
likely to be neither politidally nor'operationally feasible.

The policy implications, therefore, are largely limited to
school-supervised work experience. The evidence developed by
this study suggests that school supervision does have some
effeQts. On the basis of this evidence the foLlowing policy
recommendations appear warranted:

1. Work-study programs should be continued and emphasized.
These programs appear to be providing employment opportunities
for those young people who have difficulty obtaining employment
on their own. At a minimum, these programs provide additional
income to many economically disadvantaged families. They appear
to do so without adversely affecting school grades. Furthermore,
being employed while in high school is likely to reduce the
amount of time young people will spend *unemployed following high
school.

2. Cooperative vocational education programs should ensure
placement,in jobs related to training. Employment obtained
through cooperative programs was found to be in somewhat differ-
ent occupational categories and at higher skill levelsfthan were
jobs students obtained on their own. These characteristics of
cooperative jobs suggest they have more potential for providing
on-the-job training. This training potential should be stressed.
Cooperative education coordinators should ensure that jobs
provide training relevant to the skills studied in school.
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The tine of coordinators shouW not be spent just trying to find
jobs for students; most students are able to find jobs on their
own. Coordinators should seek only jobs that offer opportunities
.for training-related employment.

3. Schdols should assist all students who hOld jobs while .

in high sChool, whether through school programs or not, to use
their work experience to enhance their education. Schools should
maintain a work experience record to supplement the regular
course cr61it transcript. This would list all regular employment
held by students,.the nature and hours of work, and whether there
is school monitoring of the joli. Schools should provide oppor-
tunities for individual ana group counseling of problems encoun-
tered in work settings so students can learn different ways of
dealing with such problems.

These recommendations are limited, but realistic in light ofo
the findings of this study. A major effort to provide work
experience is not needed because so many young people acquire it
without any help fromtheir schools. The. schools' efforts should
be directed at those areas vihere it appears they can have the
most impact: helping those who have difficulty finding
employment, ensuring opportunities for training,'and enhancing
naturally occUrring work experience.
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